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FOREWORD
This dissertation investigates the mechanisms of reaction of peroxynitrite, a
versatile oxidant thought to mediate the toxic effects of nitric oxide in vivo.
The first chapter, “DIRECT AND SIMULTANEOUS ULTRAVIOLET
SECOND-DERIVATIVE SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF
NITRITE AND NITRATE IN PREPARATIONS OF PEROXYNITRITE” was
authored by Rachel M. Bolzan, Rafael Cueto, Giuseppe L. Squadrito, Rao M. Uppu,
and William A. Pryor and was published in Methods in Enzymology in 1999
(Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press).  This chapter reports on the quantitation of
nitrite and nitrate either present as impurities during peroxynitrite synthesis or
produced during peroxynitrite decomposition.
The second chapter is entitled “THE ROLE OF CO2 IN THE NITRATION
AND NITROSATION OF MORPHOLINE BY PEROXYNITRITE”.  This chapter
investigates the mechanisms of nitration and nitrosation of morpholine by
peroxynitrite in the presence and absence of purposefully added carbonate. 
Lastly, the third chapter, “PREFERENTIAL DEPLETION OF ALPHA-
TOCOPHEROL OVER GAMMA-TOCOPHEROL BY PEROXYNITRITE”,
authored by Rachel M. Bolzan, Giuseppe L. Squadrito, and William A. Pryor, will be
submitted for publication in Chemical Research in Toxicology in 2002.  This chapter
reports on the effect of carbonate on the oxidation of alpha-tocopherol and gamma-
v
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ABSTRACT
Using a direct ultraviolet second-derivative spectroscopy method, three
peroxynitrite preparative methods were investigated for the nitrite and nitrate present
either as impurities or produced during peroxynitrite decomposition: (I) ozonation of
azide, reaction of hydrogen peroxide with (II) isoamyl nitrite and (III) nitrous acid. 
 The oxidation of morpholine by peroxynitrite in the presence and absence of
added carbonate gives N-nitromorpholine and N-nitrosomorpholine.  Nitration and
nitrosation of morpholine are catalyzed by low levels of CO2; however, excess CO2
dramatically reduces the yields of nitrosation but not nitration, and the combined
yields of the products are about the same under conditions of high and low
concentrations of CO2.  These data indicate that both nitration and nitrosation by
peroxynitrite are free radical processes.  The morpholine radical, formed from the
reactions of carbonate and/or hydroxyl radicals with morpholine, reacts with either
CNO or CNO2 and serves as a common precursor for both products.
The peroxynitrite-mediated oxidation of α-tocopherol and γ-tocopherol
dispersed in 1,2-dilauroyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine liposomes in the presence and
absence of added carbonate gives α-tocopherylquinone and 5-nitro-γ-tocopherol,
respectively.  The formation of the products is consistent with the current
understanding of the free radical nature of oxidations of peroxynitrite and its CO2-
adducts; the overall reaction involves a one-electron oxidation of α-tocopherol and γ-
tocopherol by HO C or CO3CG, followed by the reaction with CNO2.  When α-tocopherol
xviii
and γ-tocopherol were present in the same liposome and exposed to peroxynitrite,
there was preferential oxidation of α-tocopherol over γ-tocopherol. An explanation for
the protection of γ-tocopherol by α-tocopherol could be that γ- and α-tocopheryl
radicals, formed from the respective reactions of α-tocopherol and γ-tocopherol with
HO Cor CO3CG, disproportionate to give α-tocopherylquinone and regenerated γ-
tocopherol.  This is consistent with the lack of protection of γ-tocopherol by α-
tocopherol when α-tocopherol and γ-tocopherol dispersed in different liposomes but





Two decades ago, nitric oxide (CNO) was viewed as an harmful free radical
gas, and thus, earlier studies of the biology of CNO were largely focused on its known
toxic effects and reactive nitrogen oxide intermediates as constituents of air pollution
and cigarette smoke.  Nitric oxide was considered a destroyer of ozone, a precursor of
acid rain and was a suspected carcinogen.  The identification of CNO as a key
physiological mediator was established in 1987-88 when groups led by Ignarro (1),
Moncada (2) and Furchgott (3) first published their findings identifying CNO as the
endothelial-derived relaxing factor (EDRF).  These findings triggered tremendous
research efforts which brought out many discoveries about the physiological and
pathophysiological roles of  CNO.  
Named “Molecule of the Year” by Science in 1992 (4), CNO is a versatile
second messenger involved in several important biological events including vascular
smooth muscle relaxation (5), platelet deaggregation (6), neuronal communication (7),
and immune regulation (8).  Nitric oxide, however, acts a double-edged sword,
beneficial as a intercellular messenger, but also potentially toxic.  Interestingly, CNO is
associated with many pathological conditions such as acute lung injury (9),
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (10), atherosclerosis (11), multiple sclerosis (12), 
rheumatoid arthritis (13), chronic inflammation (13,14), endotoxemia (15), and
ischemia-reperfusion injury (16-18).  The dual nature and the remarkably diverse
activities that have been attributed to CNO reveal the need to have a clear
understanding of its chemical and biochemical pathways.  
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The CNO Pathway
Cellular sources of CNO include macrophages (19), neutrophils (20),
endothelial cells (21,22), and neurons (23).  In cells, CNO is formed by the five-
electron oxidation of the amino acid L-arginine by the enzyme nitric oxide synthase
(NOS) (24).  The other stable end-product is L-citrulline (Fig. 1.1).  
Nitric oxide can diffuse freely from its site of synthesis to adjacent tissues
where it can react with heme compounds (e.g. activation of guanylate cyclase which is
responsible for signal transduction, and oxyhemoglobin which yields nitrate (25,26))
and oxygen species such as oxygen or superoxide (O2CG).  The reaction of CNO with
oxygen, rather than CNO itself, was long thought to be responsible for the oxidative
stress associated to CNO.  However, in vivo concentrations of CNO (5 x 10G3 - 4 µM)
and O2 (20 - 200 µM) render this reaction unlikely to occur.  A more likely reaction,
the reaction of CNO with O2CG (Eq. [1.1]), has also received great attention since nitric
oxide reacts with O2CG at a rate which approaches the diffusion limiting rate constant
for second-order reactions in aqueous solutions (7 x 109 MG1 sG1) (27,28) and which is
as large or larger than the rate of reaction of both CNO and O2CG with other biological
sinks (29).  Furthermore, O2CG is produced by virtually all aerobically metabolizing
cells (30) and CNO and O2CG are produced simultaneously by a variety of 
cells including leukocytes, macrophages, neutrophils, and brain, nerve and endothelial
cells (31-36). 




The reaction between CNO and O2CG to form the peroxynitrite anion (ONOOG) also is
of considerable interest because ONOOG has been proposed by Beckman et al. to
mediate the oxidative damage attributed to CNO (32).  Indeed, while both CNO and
O2CG are weak oxidants (37), peroxynitrite functions as a powerful and versatile
oxidant.  Peroxynitrite has been reported to oxidize a variety of biomolecules
including nucleic acids (38,39), lipids (40,41), thiols (42,43), thioethers (44,45), and
antioxidants (46,47).  
Furthermore, since CNO itself cannot cause nitration or nitrosation, both these
reactions are thought to be mediated by peroxynitrite (25,29).  Nitration and
nitrosation are two important classes of oxidation reactions that are known to be
mediated by endogenously produced peroxynitrite (48-53) and which can have
pathophysiological consequences.  Nitration of protein- and nucleic acid-bound
phenolic residues is often considered to be the footprint of peroxynitrite formation in
vivo (54,55).  Nitration of protein-bound tyrosines can alter
phosphorylation/dephosphorylation of proteins which can result in compromised
biological function (56) and interference with signal transduction processes (57).
Nitration of DNA-bound purines results in the formation of nitroadducts that can
easily depurinate and thereby give rise to alkali-labile sites (58).  
Nitrosation of biological nucleophiles also can have pathophysiological
consequences.  For instance, nitrosation of purine bases such as adenine and guanine
results in oxidative deamination (59-63) which in turn causes mutagenesis (64).  
S-Nitrosothiols have CNO-like activity and are present in physiological fluids such as
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plasma in concentrations up to 3 orders of magnitude higher than CNO (25,65-67). 
Peroxynitrite activation of guanylyl cyclase (25,68) is promoted by the presence of
thiols and may involve the formation of S-nitrosothiol intermediates (69).  Inhibition
of platelet aggregation (70), vasodilation (71-73), and inhibition of leukocyte activity
also may be induced by peroxynitrite via reactions involving thiols or organic nitrites
(70,74,75).  
Peroxynitrite Oxidations
Peroxynitrite which has a weak conjugate acid (pKa = 6.8) (45), is stable in
alkaline solutions.  At neutral pH, its conjugate acid, peroxynitrous acid (ONOOH)
(Eq. [1.2]), decomposes to nitrate (42) (Eq. [1.3]).
ONOOG    +    H+        º      ONOOH [1.2]
ONOOH        v            NO3G    +     H+ [1.3]
While peroxynitrite anion is relatively unreactive, protonation generates reactive
species which can oxidize biomolecules.  Even though numerous studies have
investigated the activity of peroxynitrite both in vivo and in vitro, the modes of
peroxynitrite’s toxicity has yet not been fully identified.  Earlier studies have proposed
diverse mechanisms and intermediates of peroxynitrite cytotoxicity.
In 1990, Beckman et al. proposed that the homolytic cleavage of the
protonated form of ONOOG, peroxynitrous acid (ONOOH), produced hydroxyl
radicals (COH) and nitrogen dioxide (CNO2) (k= 6.7 .109 MG1 sG1) (Eq. [1.4]).  In this
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landmark paper (32), the hydroxyl radicals, powerful oxidants known to be highly
reactive, were held responsible for the biological damage attributed to peroxynitrite.
ONOOH         v        CNO2    +     COH [1.4]
However, Koppenol and coworkers argued against the formation of COH from
ONOOH and proposed ONOOH*(Eq. [1.5]), an activated intermediate of ONOOH
with hydroxyl-like radical reactivity, to be responsible for the cytotoxicity of
peroxynitrite (42).
ONOOH        º ONOOH* [1.5]
A turning point in peroxynitrite chemistry came from the identification of the
importance of the reaction of peroxynitrite with CO2  (Eq. [1.6]) (51,52,76-81).  
ONOOG   +    CO2     v    ONOOCO2G [1.6]
Peroxynitrite reacts with CO2 to form an unstable nitrosoperoxycarbonate anion
adduct, O=N-OOCO2! (76,77).  The fast reaction of peroxynitrite with CO2 (k = 3 x
104 MG1 sG1) (76) and the relatively high concentrations of CO2 in vivo (ca. 2 mM in
physiological fluids) suggest that the oxidative chemistry of peroxynitrite is controlled
by the formation and subsequent reactions of O=N-OOCO2! (51,52,76-81). 
The present view of the mechanism of ONOOH decomposition involves initial
homolysis of ONOOCO2G into a radical pair, [CNO2 / CO3CG], which are caged radicals
(51,52,76-81).  Once formed, the majority of ONOOCO2G (- 70%) is converted to the
nitrocarbonate ion, O2NOCO2G (77), which in turn decomposes to give nitrate (NO3G)
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and regenerated CO2 (Eq. [1.7]) (79).  The remaining 30% of ONOOCO2G
decomposes to nitrogen dioxide (CNO2) and the carbonate radical (CO3CG) (Eq. [1.8])
(82-84).
                        70%
     ONOOCO2G v  [CNO2/ CO3CG]  v O2NOCO2G  v  NO3G +  CO2 [1.7]
    
           30%
ONOOCO2G    v   [CNO2/ CO3CG]   v     CNO2   +   CO3CG [1.8]
Nitration of biomolecules such as tyrosine occurs through reactions with the
carbonate and/or the hydroxyl (COH) radicals, generated from the dissociation of
ONOOCO2G (Eq. [1.8]) or ONOOH (Eq. [1.4]) (85-87), respectively, followed by
reaction of the formed substrate radical with CNO2.  On the other hand, nitrosation by
peroxynitrite may result from the secondary reactions of COH and CO3CG with ONOOG
generating the peroxynitrite radical ONOOC (Eq. [1.9]) (48,85-89), which can
dissociate to CNO and O2 (Eq. [1.10]) (90).  
COH / CO3CG    +   ONOOG   v    GOH / CO32G    +   ONOOC [1.9]
                 ONOOC    v        CNO    +   O2 [1.10]
Recently, another possible source of CNO has been reported (85).  Indeed, it has been
shown that nitric oxide can be formed from the dissociation of ONOOG (Eq. [1.11]),
which also gives O2CG.
               ONOOG    v        CNO    +   O2CG [1.11]
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Peroxynitrite Syntheses
Several methods for the preparation of peroxynitrite have been developed. 
Such preparations include the reaction of ozone with azide (91,92), the photolysis of
KNO3 (93,94), the autoxidation of hydroxylamine (95-97), the reaction of CNO with
KO2 (97), H2O2 (98), or Me4N+O2CG (99), and the reaction of H2O2 with HNO2
(97,100,101) or alkyl nitrite (102-104).  All preparative methods of peroxynitrite
contain some bothersome, though inevitable, contaminants such as hydrogen peroxide,
sodium azide, nitrate or nitrite; for example, peroxynitrite preparations involving H2O2
or sodium azide as starting materials may be contaminated by these chemicals.  While
the concentration of some contaminants can be easily diminished (e.g. azide
concentration decreases with prolongation of ozonation (92)), no preparation of
peroxynitrite is totally free of contaminants.  Concerns about contamination arise
when the presence of contaminants may render results attributed to peroxynitrite
unclear.  For example, nitrite can inhibit hemoprotein enzymes (92), deaminate DNA
bases (105) and confuse results obtained in peroxynitrite/DNA experiments.  Nitrite
can also limit the recycling of CO2 and the stability of the CO2 adduct (79).  In light of
such considerations, the need for identification of the contaminants present in the
stock solutions of peroxynitrite becomes clear.
Purpose of this Investigation
Even though the present study was undertaken to unravel the reaction
mechanisms involved in the oxidation of biomolecules by peroxynitrite, it was first
important to ensure the quality and composition of the peroxynitrite solutions used. 
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Since the presence of nitrite and nitrate in peroxynitrite experiments can lead to
misinterpretation of results attributed to peroxynitrite, the determination of nitrite and
nitrate contaminants in different preparations of peroxynitrite and during the
decomposition of these peroxynitrite solutions was undertaken.  The three methods
most commonly used for peroxynitrite preparation were investigated, namely, the
reaction of ozone with azide (91,92), the reaction of H2O2 with isoamyl nitrite
(104,106), and the reaction of H2O2 with sodium nitrite (107). 
Traditionally, the reactions of peroxynitrite have been studied in the absence of
added carbonate.  The presence of added carbonate has been shown to affect the
outcome of peroxynitrite-mediated reactions.  For example, carbon dioxide has been
shown to inhibit oxidation of thiols as well as to inhibit the toxicity of peroxynitrite
towards Escherichia Coli (77,108).  However, carbon dioxide enhances nitration by 
peroxynitrite (52,80,81).  Therefore, it has become increasingly important to evaluate
the effect of carbonate on peroxynitrite-mediated oxidations, and in particular on
nitrations and nitrosations involving peroxynitrite.
Recently, we have shown that peroxynitrite and its adducts with CO2 react
with phenol (pKa = 9.9) to give 4-nitrosophenol (48), o- and p-nitrophenols (53), and
several hydroxylated and quinone products.  Therefore, a study of the nitrosating and
nitrating potentials of peroxynitrite using morpholine as a probe was undertaken in
order to better identify the mechanisms involved in peroxynitrite-mediated oxidations. 
A low pKa of 8.3 makes morpholine a better nucleophile for biologically-important
nitrosations and nitrations.  Morpholine gives fewer side-reactions than phenol and
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has been used by many investigators in CNO/O2 and CNO2/N2O4 systems (109-117), and
forms nitrated and nitrosated products that have been well characterized (Fig 1.2).  In
this study, the yields of N-nitrosomorpholine (MorNO) and N-nitromorpholine
(MorNO2) from the peroxynitrite/morpholine reaction in the presence and absence of
purposefully added bicarbonate are reported.  Possible mechanisms for the products
formation are also discussed.
 Finally, the mechanisms of oxidation of vitamin E by peroxynitrite in the
presence and absence of added carbonate were studied with the goal of further
characterizing the mechanisms of reaction of peroxynitrite, the peroxynitrite/CO2
adduct and its decomposition products.  Vitamin E is a major chain-breaking
antioxidant with well recognized beneficial effects on immune response (118,119) and
cardiovascular diseases (120,121).  Vitamin E consists of two major forms, α-
tocopherol and γ-tocopherol, differing in structure by only an additional 
methyl group at the 5-position of α-tocopherol (Fig. 1.3).  Recently, a polemic has
arisen as to which form of vitamin E, the α- or γ-fraction, has higher antioxidant
activity.  While α-tocopherol is the predominant form of vitamin E in supplements, γ-
tocopherol is the principal form in the U.S diet, and their relative efficiency and mode
of action are still not well understood .  In this study, we show that the reaction of α-
tocopherol and γ-tocopherol with peroxynitrite gives α-tocopherylquinone and 5-nitro-
γ-tocopherol, respectively, and we propose possible mechanisms for the formation of
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DIRECT AND SIMULTANEOUS ULTRAVIOLET SECOND-DERIVATIVE
SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF NITRITE AND NITRATE
IN PREPARATIONS OF PEROXYNITRITE*




 Peroxynitrite is a potent oxidant produced in vivo from the near diffusion-
controlled reaction of two weaker oxidants, nitric oxide CNO and superoxide O2CG (1-
4), and is known to react with biological targets (5-9).  Peroxynitrite anion (ONOOG)
is relatively stable, while its conjugated acid, peroxynitrous acid (HOONO, pKa 6.8)
decomposes at a rate of 1.3 sG1 at 25 EC.  Because of the instability of the
peroxynitrous acid, peroxynitrite solutions are often prepared in or stabilized with
alkali, which is an inevitable contaminant.  Apart from alkali, almost all the reported
methods for synthesizing peroxynitrite contain some nitrite (NO2G) and nitrate (NO3G)
contamination (10-14).  Nitrite inhibits hemoprotein enzymes (15), and can deaminate
DNA bases (16) and confuse results obtained in peroxynitrite/DNA experiments. 
Nitrite can also change the rate of decomposition of peroxynitrite by influencing the
stability of the CO2 adduct and limiting the recycling of CO2 (17).  At low pH, nitrite
impurities can result in S-nitrosation of thiols (18) which can be mistaken for the
peroxynitrite-mediated reactions.
In this chapter, the three methods for synthesizing peroxynitrite that are most
commonly used by our group have been selected for investigation of the NO2G and
NO3G either present as impurities or produced during peroxynitrite decomposition: (I)
ozonation of azide (15,19), (II) reaction of isoamyl nitrite with hydrogen peroxide
(20,21), and (III) reaction of hydrogen peroxide with nitrous acid (11).  Commonly
used methods for the detection of NO2G and NO3G involve the reduction of nitrate to
nitrite (22) (followed by diazotization and coupling to form a colored complex (23)),
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or the reduction of both NO2G and NO3G to NH3 (24,25).  We choose to estimate NO2G
and NO3G using an ultraviolet (UV) second-derivative spectroscopy method (26),
which allows the direct and simultaneous determination of nitrite and nitrate.  The
second-derivative absorbances at 223 and 215 nm are used for the respective
determinations of NO3G and NO2G, which show isosbestic points at 215 and 223 nm,
respectively.  We are able to measure NO2G and NO3G in the presence of one another
at the isosbestic points of nitrate (215 nm) and nitrite (223 nm) because nitrite and
nitrate exhibit a concentration-dependent variation of the second-derivative at the
same respective wavelengths. 
Materials and Methods
     Chemicals and Reagents.  Diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA),
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 30% w/v), isoamyl nitrite, manganese dioxide, NaOH, 1 N
NaOH, 1 N HCl, sodium nitrite, and sodium azide were obtained from Sigma
Chemical Co. (St Louis, MO).  Standard solutions of NO2G (1000 ppm) and NO3G
(1000 ppm) were purchased from GFS Chemicals (Powell, OH).  All solutions were
prepared using deionized water (Ω = 18 Mohm cmG1)
Instrumentation.  All assays are conducted using a Perkin-Elmer (Norwalk,
CT) Lambda 6 UV/Vis spectrophotometer equipped with a thermoelectric (Peltier)
cell changer and the following instrument settings: scanning speed 60 nm/min, slit 1
nm,  response 2, interval 1 nm.  A background correction for the spectral range of
interest (200-310 nm) is run before each experiment; 1-cm optical path length cuvettes
are used.
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Peroxynitrite Syntheses.  The first method (15,20) (I) involves ozonation at
0-4 "C of a solution of 0.1 M sodium azide in water adjusted at pH 12.0 with 1 N
NaOH (Eq. [2.1]).  The low ionic strength peroxynitrite solution obtained by this
method is free of H2O2.  In order to minimize the contamination of azide, ozonation is
continued until observation of a loss of about 20% of the maximum yield of
peroxynitrite (15).  The concentration of peroxynitrite obtained in the final
preparations is typically about 40 mM as determined by the UV absorbance at 302 nm
in 0.1 N NaOH (g = 1670 MG1 cmG1) (27).  
N3G  +  2O3    v   ONOOG  +  N2O  +  O2 [2.1]   
The second method (21,22) (II) involves a two-phase system using isoamyl
nitrite (RONO, R = 2-methylbutyl) and H2O2 (Eq. [2.2]).  Peroxynitrite solutions of
about 0.45 M are obtained, which are contaminated with nitrite, alkali, and some
unreacted hydrogen peroxide (10).  The use of fresh isoamyl nitrite minimizes the
contamination by NO2G, and washing the isoamyl nitrite with water reduces the
isoamyl alcohol contamination.
HOOH  +  RONO  +  GOH   v   ONOOG  +  ROH  +  H2O [2.2]
In the third method (III), peroxynitrite solutions are prepared by mixing one
volume of 0.6 M sodium nitrite with one volume of 0.7 N HCl/0.6 M hydrogen
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peroxide solution (Eq. [2.3]), followed by stabilization with one volume of 1.2 N
NaOH using a quenched-flow reactor, as described by Beckman et al (11).  Typical
concentrations of peroxynitrite obtained range from 70 to 100 mM, and are
contaminated with H2O2, NO2G, NO3G, and alkali.       
        
HONO  +  HOOH  +  H+  
 v   HOONO  +  H2O [2.3]
The unreacted H2O2 in methods (II) and (III) is  removed by passing the
peroxynitrite solutions through a MnO2 column as described earlier (21,28).  This
treatment results in a 10-15% loss of peroxynitrite.  The peroxynitrite solutions
prepared by method (I) are purged by bubbling with nitrogen gas for 10 min to remove
N2O which is formed as a by-product of the ozonation reaction (20). 
Sample Preparation.  Peroxynitrite is stable at pH $ 12, but it decomposes at
acidic pH.  Stock solutions of peroxynitrite are prepared at pH 11.0 since
concentrations of NaOH higher than 0.001 N interfere with the spectrophotometric
determination of NO2G and NO3G.  Peroxynitrite is decomposed by incubation with 0.1
M phosphate buffer, pH 6.0.  At this pH, the decomposition of peroxynitrite is
expected to give mostly nitrate (29).  Also, since the pH is 2 units above the pKa of
nitrous acid (4.3), the loss of nitrite is expected to be minimal during handling of the
sample.  Therefore, freshly diluted solutions of peroxynitrite (pH 11.0) contain initial
peroxynitrite (PNi), nitrite (NO2Gi), and nitrate (NO3Gi), while decomposed solutions
of peroxynitrite contain final nitrite (NO2Gf) and nitrate (NO3Gf). 
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The concentrations of NO2G and NO3G in peroxynitrite preparations depend on
the age of the solutions and the method of synthesis.  (Some decomposition of
peroxynitrite occurs in storage, even in a freezer.)  Therefore, care is taken to analyze
for NO2G and NO3G contaminants in freshly prepared solutions of peroxynitrite, and
comparisons are drawn on samples prepared and analyzed on the same day.  Because
of the nature of the anions studied and the instability of peroxynitrite, it also is critical
that all reagents be kept at 0-4 "C before measurements.  Each synthetic method has
been investigated in several independent preparations with all measurements
performed at least three times.
Calibration Curves for Nitrite and Nitrate.  Standard solutions of 
 NO2G (1000 ppm) and NO3G (1000 ppm) are diluted to 20-160 µM NO2G and  NO3G,
respectively, using 0.001 N NaOH.  The UV absorbance spectra of NO2G and NO3G
solutions are taken from 200-310 nm using 0.001 N NaOH as a reference.  The
second-derivative spectra are then obtained using the software Labcalc (Galactic Ind.,
Salem, NH) using 19 convolution points.  The second-derivative absorbances at the
isosbestic point of nitrate (215 nm) are used to construct a calibration curve for the
concentrations of nitrite in 0.001 N NaOH such as the one shown in Fig. 2.1A, and the
second-derivative absorbances at the isosbestic point of nitrite (223 nm) are used to 
construct the curve for nitrate (Fig. 2.1C).  The above experiment is repeated using 0.1
M phosphate buffer, pH 6.0, instead of 0.001 N NaOH, and graphs of second-
derivative absorbances versus nitrite and nitrate concentrations at pH 6.0 are obtained
(Figs. 2.1B and 2.1D, respectively).
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Nitrite and Nitrate Measurements.  Stock solutions of peroxynitrite are
prepared in 0.001 N NaOH and the concentrations determined by absorbance at 302 
nm (g = 1670 MG1 cmG1).  Stock solutions of peroxynitrite are diluted in 0.001 N
NaOH to obtain concentrations of 20-160 µM peroxynitrite, or decomposed in 0.1 M
phosphate buffer, pH 6.0.  The UV absorbance of these peroxynitrite solutions is
measured from 200 to 310 nm against 0.001 N NaOH and 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH
6.0, respectively.  Figures 2.2A (for 0.001 N NaOH) and 2.2B (for 0.1 M phosphate
buffer) show representative absorbance spectra for solutions of peroxynitrite prepared
by the ozone-azide method (I).  The initial concentrations of peroxynitrite (PNi) are
determined by reading of the absorbance at 302 nm in 0.001 N NaOH (Fig. 2.2A). 
Solutions of peroxynitrite decomposed in 0.1 M phosphate buffer at pH 6.0 have
absorption < 0.005 at 302 nm (Fig. 2.2B). 
The Labcalc software is then used to obtain the second derivative of the
absorbances.  Figures 2.2C and 2.2D show traces of second-derivative absorbances
versus wavelength for 20-100 µM solutions of peroxynitrite in 0.001 N NaOH and 0.1
M phosphate buffer, pH 6.0, respectively.  From the nitrite calibration curves at pH
11.0 and pH 6.0, respectively, the initial and final nitrite concentrations (NO2Gi and  
NO2Gf) are obtained, using the second-derivative absorbances at the isosbestic point of
nitrate (215 nm) in 0.001 N NaOH and 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 6.0, respectively. 
Similarly, from the nitrate calibration curves at pH 11.0 and pH 6.0, respectively, the
initial and final nitrate concentrations (NO3Gi and NO3Gf) are obtained, using the 
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second-derivative absorbances at the isosbestic point of nitrite (223 nm) in 0.001 N
NaOH and 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 6.0, respectively.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2.3 shows a plot of the initial concentrations of nitrite (NO2Gi) and
nitrate (NO3Gi) against the initial concentrations of peroxynitrite (PNi) as determined
by its absorbance at λ302 nm for methods I, II, and III.  Good linearity is observed in
each case (r2 $ 0.96).  Typical molar fractions of  PNi, NO2Gi, and NO3Gi for the three
methods are summarized in Table 2.1.  These results, in conjunction with the yields of
NO2G and NO3G obtained from the decomposition of peroxynitrite (Table 2.2),
indicate that peroxynitrite at pH 6.0 decomposes to produce mainly NO3G and, as
expected,1  the net nitrogen balance is as shown in Eq. [2.4].
(PNi  +  NO2Gi  +  NO3Gi)  =  (NO2Gf  +  NO3Gf) [2.4]
Figure 2.4 illustrates values of (PNi  + NO2Gi + NO3Gi) and (NO2Gf  + NO3Gf) versus
initial peroxynitrite concentrations (PNi) for the results of method III, as shown in Fig.
2.3C, where all components are expressed in micromolar.  Two almost identical 
straight lines showing a linear dependency on the initial concentrations of
peroxynitrite are obtained, indicating that the net nitrogen balance is not changed by
the decomposition of peroxynitrite.  As a test for both stoichiometry and the
absorptivity of peroxynitrite, a new initial concentration of peroxynitrite (PNcalc) is




Table 2.1.  Typical Molar Fractions of PNi, NO2Gi, and NO3Gi.
    Composition Method I Method II Method III
PNi 0.29 ± 0.01 0.45 ± 0.04 0.44 ± 0.02
NO2Gi 0.23 ± 0.02 0.23 ± 0.02 0.42 ± 0.02
NO3Gi 0.48 ± 0.02 0.32 ± 0.02 0.14 ± 0.01
Typical molar fractions (with standard deviations) of PNi, NO2Gi, and NO3Gi for the
three methods of synthesizing peroxynitrite: (I) ozonation of azide, (II) reaction of
isoamyl nitrite with hydrogen peroxide, and (III) reaction of hydrogen peroxide with
nitrous acid.
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Table 2.2.  Yields of NO2G and NO3G from the Decomposition of Peroxynitrite at
pH 6.0.
Yielda (%) Method I Method II Method III
NO2G 13 ± 4 5 ± 3 7 ± 4
NO3G 87 ± 9 95 ± 9 93 ± 5
a Yields are calculated according to the equations:
             ∆f - i NO2G slope
NO2G yield (%) =     )))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))    x 100
∆f - i NO2G slope   +   ∆f - i NO3G slope
and
             ∆f - i NO3G slope
NO3G yield (%) =     )))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))  x 100
             ∆f - i NO2G slope   +   ∆f - i NO3G slope
where ∆f - i NO2G slope is the difference between the slope of NO2Gf vs PNi and the
slope of NO2Gi vs PNi, and where ∆f - i NO3G slope is the difference between the slope
of NO3Gf vs PNi and the slope of NO3Gi vs PNi.
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PNcalc  =  (NO2Gf  +  NO3Gf)  !  (NO2Gi  +  NO3Gi) [2.5]
The original absorbances of the initial samples of peroxynitrite in 0.001 N NaOH are
then plotted against PNcalc (Fig. 2.5), and a corrected absorption coefficient of 1710 ±
60 MG1 cmG1 is calculated.2  This result is in good agreement with the previously
reported value (27) of 1670 ± 50 MG1 cmG1, confirming that the above assumptions are
justified.
Summary
We have determined the initial concentrations of nitrite and nitrate for three
different methods of synthesizing peroxynitrite using an ultraviolet second-derivative
spectroscopy method (Fig. 2.3).  As expected, the net nitrogen balance in these
preparations (Fig. 2.4) and the yields of nitrite and nitrate (Table 2.2) indicate that, at
pH 6.0,  peroxynitrite decomposes to give essentially NO3G.  Stock solutions of
peroxynitrite prepared using method I (ozonation of azide) consistently contain more
NO3G than method II (isoamyl nitrite with hydrogen peroxide) and method III
(hydrogen peroxide with nitrous acid).  Method I and II give the least amount of NO2G
contaminants, and NO3G impurities are the lowest in method III (Table 2.1).
End Notes
1.  The absorbance and second-derivative absorbance of peroxynitrite at the nitrite and
nitrate isosbestic points (223 and 215 nm, respectively) should have values very close
to zero (26).  This is confirmed by the fact that the predicted stoichiometry holds as
shown in Eq. [2.4].
2.  For each experiment, a different absorption coefficient was estimated, and
individual values of molar extinction coefficients were checked with a Student’s t-test.
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The corrected absorption coefficient of 1710 ± 60 MG1 cmG1 represents the average
value of all extinction coefficients.
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The versatility of peroxynitrite as an oxidant is striking (1-5), and several lines
of evidence indicate that the toxic effects of nitric oxide (CNO) are mediated via the
formation of peroxynitrite (6).  Nitration and nitrosation, two important biological
reactions which are not caused by nitric oxide (7), are believed to necessitate the
intermediacy of endogenously produced peroxynitrite (6,8-11).  In fact, nitration of
protein- and nucleic acid-bound phenolic residues is often considered to be the
footprint of peroxynitrite formation in vivo (12-15).  Nitration of protein-bound
tyrosines can alter the phosphorylation/dephosphorylation state of proteins resulting in
compromised biological function and interference with signal transduction (16,17). 
Pathophysiological effects can also arise from the nitrosation of biological
nucleophiles; for instance, nitrosation of pyrimidine and purine bases in DNA can
result in DNA damage via oxidative deamination (18-20).  S-Nitrosothiols have CNO-
like activity (22,23) and are present in physiological fluids such as blood plasma in
concentrations as high as 0.5-1.3 FM (21). 
Recently, the reaction of phenol with peroxynitrite and the products derived
from the peroxynitrite-CO2 reaction (25-30) has been investigated.  Analysis revealed
significant yields of 4-nitrosophenol (10,31) as well as 2- and 4-nitrophenols and
several other quinone and hydroxylated products (31-33).  Optimal nitrosation was
observed at pH >10 (10), where nitration of phenolic substances generally is not
detected (32-36).  The necessity for high pH was thought to be a consequence of the
poor availability of the phenolate ion at lower pH values (pKa of phenol = 9.9). 
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However, a similar pH requirement was noted for nitrosation of aromatic primary
amines (37) whose protonated acids have a pKa of 4.5 (38), raising concerns that the
observed pH-dependence was more directly related to the peroxynitrite chemistry
rather than to the intrinsic property of the substrate(s) under consideration.  To gain
further insight into such a possibility, we decided to study the nitrating and nitrosating
potentials of peroxynitrite using morpholine (MorH) as a probe, since the pKa of the
protonated MorH, MorH2+ is 8.5, close to the pH in biological systems. Another reason
why we chose MorH is because MorH yields fewer side-reactions than do phenols and
forms nitrated and nitrosated products that have been well-characterized.  In this
chapter, we present the results on the yields of  N-nitroso-morpholine (Mor-N=O) and
N-nitromorpholine (Mor-NO2) from the peroxynitrite/MorH reaction in the presence
and absence of added carbonate.  The data  suggest that both nitration and nitrosation
can be explained by free radical pathways involving the concurrent presence of a
strong one-electron oxidant (HO C or CO3CG) and CNO or CNO2.
Materials and Methods
Chemicals.  Diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA),  MorH, N-nitroso-
morpholine, and 2,2'-azinobis(3-ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulfonic acid, ammonium salt)
(ABTS) were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO).  Sodium azide was from EM
Science (Gibbstown, NJ), and dichloromethane, sodium bicarbonate, and sodium
phosphate were from Mallinckrodt (Phillipsburg, NJ).  All other chemicals were of
analytical grade, and all solutions were prepared using deionized water (Ω = 18 Mohm
cmG1).  Peroxynitrite was synthesized by ozonation of a solution of sodium azide (0.1
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M, pH -12) using a Sander 200 ozonator (Erwin Sander, Uetze-Eltze, Germany) (39). 
The contamination of unreacted azide was minimized (# 5 µM) by prolonging
ozonation until a loss of about 20 % of the maximum yield of peroxynitrite was
observed (39). N-Nitromorpholine was synthesized by the oxidation of N-nitroso-
morpholine using 30% H2O2 and trifluoroacetic acid (40).  The product Mor-NO2 was
purified by reversed-phase HPLC and the GC/MS/EI analysis gave a molecular ion at
m/z 132.  
Reaction of Morpholine with Peroxynitrite.  The reactions were performed
by addition of 2 mM peroxynitrite to 5 mM morpholine in 2 mL of 0.1 M phosphate
buffer, pH 6.2-10.6, containing 0.1 mM DTPA and 0-50 mM added carbonate. 
Aliquots (130-160 µL) of stock peroxynitrite solution (25-30 mM) were added to the
MorH/phosphate buffer solutions over a period of 10 s with constant stirring of the
contents of the vials and the stirring was continued for an additional 10 s.  Before
further analysis was undertaken, an aliquot of each reaction mixture was allowed to
react with ABTS to make sure that peroxynitrite was completely decomposed or
reacted in the ststem. The absence of oxidation of ABTS to the ABTS radical cation
(monitored at 660 nm) indicated a near total decomposition of peroxynitrite (10).
 pH Jump.  In order to evaluate the effects of CO2 concentrations (high and
low) on the reaction of peroxynitrite with MorH, a pH-jump technique was employed
(10,36).  This technique allowed for rapid mixing of 0.1 M NaHCO3/Na2CO3 (pre-
equilibrated at pH 7.0 or 10.0 in 0.2 M phosphate buffer containing 10 mM MorH)
with solutions of 4 mM peroxynitrite (containing 0 or 0.14 N added NaOH).  The
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amount of NaOH added in these assays to peroxynitrite solutions was based on pre-
titration to change the pH of carbonate solutions from 7.0 to 10.2.  Even though no
NaOH was added in assays where carbonate was pre-equilibrated at pH 10.0, it is
interesting to note that a small pH change (from 10.0 to 10.2) was observed upon
mixing of the individual reactants.  In cases where the carbonate species were pre-
equilibrated at pH 7.0 and 10.0, the initial concentrations of CO2 (after mixing of all
reagents) were 5 mM and ca. 1 µM, respectively.  The final concentration of
peroxynitrite, MorH, and carbonate were 2, 5, and 50 mM, respectively. 
Reversed-Phase HPLC Analysis.  The samples were filtered (pore size, 0.2
µm) and then analyzed by reversed phase HPLC on a Waters Spherisorb S3 ODS2
column (2.0 x 100 mm; Waters Corp., Taunton, MA) using a Perkin-Elmer series 410
liquid chromatograph (Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, CT) equipped with a Perkin-Elmer LC-
95 UV/vis spectrophotometer detector.  The conditions for reserved phase HPLC were
as follows: mobile phase (isocratic), 5% (v/v) acetonitrile in 27 mM acetate/30 mM
citrate buffer (pH 3.2); flow rate, 0.5 mL/min; injection volume, 20 µL; absorbance
monitored, 254 nm.  Identification of the products was accomplished by matching
their retention times with those of authentic compounds.  Integration of the peak areas
was performed using Labcalc software (Galactic Industries, Salem, NH).
GC/MS/EI Analysis.  After separation by reversed phase HPLC, the products
of the peroxynitrite reaction with morpholine were extracted into dichloromethane and
then subjected to GC/MS/EI analysis using a Hewlett Packard 5890 gas
chromatograph provided with a mass-selective detector 5970 and a DB-5MS column
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(12.5 m length x 0.20 mm internal diameter x 0.33 µm film thickness).  The conditions
used for chromatography analysis were: gas, helium; carrier flow, 0.85 mL/min;
injection port, 250 EC; detector, 280 EC; oven, 40 EC for 3 min, 20E C/min up to 280
EC, and 280 EC for 10 min; split, 25:1; and solvent delay, 3 min.  Retention times of
Mor-N=O and Mor-NO2 were 8.4 and 9.2 min, respectively.  The ion fragmentation
patterns obtained for Mor-N=O and Mor-NO2 were matched with those of authentic
standards.
Results
Reaction of Morpholine with Peroxynitrite in the Absence of Added
Carbonate.  The reversed phase-HPLC analysis of the products of the reaction of
peroxynitrite with MorH at pH 7.4 in the absence of purposefully added carbonate is
shown in Figure 3.1.  We find that the peroxynitrite/MorH reaction mainly produces
Mor-N=O, but some Mor-NO2 is also detected.  The two products eluted with
retention times identical to those observed for the Mor-N=O and Mor-NO2 standards
(1.5 and 2.3 min, respectively).  In order to entirely authenticate our products,
fractions eluting at 1.5 and 2.3 min from several reversed phase HPLC runs were
extracted into dichloromethane and the organic layer was analyzed by GC/MS/EI. 
The GC/MS/EI analysis revealed that the product that eluted at 2.3 min was Mor-NO2
(fragmentation with ions at m/z 132, 86, and 56, corresponding to M+ (C4H8N2O3C+)
and fragments with successive loss of CNO2 (C4H8NO+) and HCHO (C3H6N+)).  The
product that eluted at 1.5 min was identical to Mor-N=O (fragmentation with ions at 
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m/z 116, 86, and 56, corresponding to the molecular ion (M+) (C4H8N2O2C+) and 
fragments with successive loss of CNO (C4H8NO+) and HCHO (C3H6N+), respectively).
Figure 3.2 shows that, in the peroxynitrite/MorH reaction in the absence of
added carbonate, the pH dependancy of Mor-N=O and Mor-NO2 formation were
different.  N-Nitrosomorpholine formation can be detected at pH values as low as 7.0,
and reaches a maximum at pH $10 (12 mol% relative to peroxynitrite) (curve A).  N-
Nitrosomorpholine formation parallels the availability of unprotonated MorH (41),
which has a pKa of 8.5 (MorH2+ º MorH + H+).  N-Nitromorpholine formation (curve
B), on the other hand, follows a bell-shaped profile with a maximum yield of Mor-NO2
occurring at pH 9.0 (1.6 mol% based on the concentration of peroxynitrite).  These
low, but highly significant, yields of nitration and nitrosation are typical of
peroxynitrite-mediated oxidations.  Peroxynitrite reactions that are zero-order in
substrate and involve either the activated peroxynitrous acid (ONOOH*) (42-45) or
the products derived from the reaction of peroxynitrite with adventitious and
purposefully added carbonate (1-5,9-11,31-37,46) typically have yields of products
relative to peroxynitrite ranging from 0.1 to 30 mol%.  Such low yields indicate that
the reactive intermediates from peroxynitrite mostly decompose to NO3G and NO2G in
competition with relatively low efficiency oxidation reactions.
Nitrosation of Morpholine by Peroxynitrite: Catalytic Role of CO2.  The
reactions shown in Fig. 3.2 (curves A and B), although performed in the absence of
added carbonate, do contain ca. 0.1 mM adventitious carbonate (26, 32).  A major
source for the adventitious carbonate comes from the use of peroxynitrite stock 
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solutions which were routinely maintained at pH $12 for reasons of stability.  In
addition, the carbonate contamination could arise from the buffers used in these
assays.  The adventitious carbonate at equilibrium can give free CO2 in the order of 50
FM (at pH 6.2) to 4 nM (at pH 10.6), calculated based on the reported molar fractions
of CO2 of 0.5 (at pH 6.2) and 4 x 10G6 (at pH 10.6) (47,48).  Given that (1) CO2 is a
catalyst for the decomposition of peroxynitrite (49) and (2) more than 90% CO2 is
regenerated at the end of the catalytic cycle (50), the concentrations of CO2 mentioned
above could play a major role in nitration and nitrosation by peroxynitrite.
 Although CO2 is known to catalyze peroxynitrite-mediated nitration (49), the
question of CO2 acting as a catalyst for the peroxynitrite-mediated nitrosation was
never addressed in the literature.  To test this possibility, we performed the
peroxynitrite/MorH reactions in the presence of 50 mM carbonate at pH 10.2.  As can
be seen in Fig. 3.3, the formation of Mor-N=O occurs at a much faster rate in reactions
performed with 50 mM added carbonate (curve A) than in reactions performed without
added carbonate but containing adventitious carbonate (ca. 0.1 mM). (curve B). 
Assuming a molar fraction of CO2 of 2 x 10G5 at pH 10.2 (47,48), we calculate that the
concentration of CO2 in assays without any added carbonate and with 50 mM added
carbonate are ca. 0.002 and 1 µM, respectively.
CO2 -Modulation of the Nitration and Nitrosation Potentials of
Peroxynitrite.  The nature of reactive species in the peroxynitrite/CO2 system that
cause nitration and nitrosation was investigated using pH-jump experiments.  These
experiments were performed along the lines suggested by Lymar et al. (36) and Uppu 
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et al (10).  Two sets of experimental conditions were chosen.  First, in order to obtain
high initial concentrations of CO2 at alkaline pH, we used a rapid pH jump of 0.1 M
carbonate from pH 7.0 to 10.2.  In this case, the initial concentration of CO2, [CO2]0,
was about 5 mM, which is well above the initial concentration of peroxynitrite
employed (2 mM) (Table 3.1).  Under these conditions, peroxynitrite was expected to
undergo a rapid and near total reaction with CO2, forming the nitrosoperoxycarbonate
adduct, ONOOCO2G.  The decay of CO2 in these assays by competing reactions with
water (k = 0.05 sG1) and HOG (k = 8,500 MG1 sG1 are expected to be slow processes at
pH 10.2 (47).)  As can be seen in Table 3.1, under these conditions, there was
significant formation of Mor-NO2 with small yields of Mor-N=O, suggesting that the
products from homolysis of ONOOCO2G (CO3CG and CNO2) are capable of performing
nitration but not nitrosation.  
In the second set of conditions in which peroxynitrite (2 mM) was allowed to
react with MorH (5 mM) in the presence of low, catalytic concentrations of CO2 (ca. 1
µM) at pH 10.2 (Table 3.1), we find significant yields of Mor-N=O but not Mor-NO2. 
This situation was very similar to the peroxynitrite-mediated nitrosation of phenol (10)
and 1,2-phenylenediamine (37) at low concentrations of CO2.  Contrary to the
reactions with high [CO2]0, the reactions performed with low initial concentrations of
CO2 took several minutes to complete (see Fig. 3.3) and thus would have allowed for
maximal interaction between the products of homolysis of ONOOCO2G and ONOOG.
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Table 3.1.  Formation of Mor-N=O and Mor-NO2 in the Reaction of 2 mM
Peroxynitrite with 5 mM MorH in the Presence of High and Low Concentrations












27 ± 3 µM (n = 7) 236 ± 12 µM (n = 7) 263 ± 13 µM (n = 7)
Low CO2
(ca. 1 µM)b
195 ± 3 µM (n = 4) 32 ± 6 µM (n = 4) 227 ± 8 µM (n= 4)
a Peroxynitrite (2 mM) was allowed to react with ca. 2.5-fold excess CO2 (5 mM) at a
final pH of 10.2.  For this, a solution of 10 mM MorH plus 0.1 M carbonate was pre-
equilibrated for 2 min at pH 7.0 in 0.2 M PB (T = 25 EC) and then mixed with an
equal volume 4 mM peroxynitrite in 0.14 N NaOH to reach the desired pH of 10.2.  
b The reaction in the second set of conditions was performed similarly but using
solutions of 10 mM Mor plus 0.1 M carbonate (pre-equilibrated at pH 10.0 in 0.2 M
PB, T = 25 EC) and 4 mM peroxynitrite (pH -12, contains no added NaOH).  The
concentration of CO2 in the final reaction mixture was ca. 1 FM and the pH was 10.2. 
Other assay conditions were as described in Materials and Methods, and the products
Mor-N=O and Mor-NO2 were estimated by RP-HPLC.  Values represent mean ± SD
of 4-7 determinations. 
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Discussion
The oxidative potential of peroxynitrite has been the subject of extensive
research during the past decade (1-6,8-11,25-37,42-46,49-56) with most reports
revolving around the nitration of tyrosine and model compounds (e.g., phenol) (16,17). 
In comparison, studies of nitrosation by peroxynitrite have seldom been undertaken (9-
11,31,37).  Furthermore, most nitrosation studies have been performed at alkaline pH
where little or no nitration is observed (32-36).  Recently, we have proposed (37) that
nitrosation occurs via free radical pathways requiring the concurrent presence of a
strong one-electron oxidant (such as HO C or CO3CG) and CNO.  Elevated yields of
nitrosation at alkaline pH are consistent with the current understanding of the
oxidative pathways for peroxynitrite, including the formation of the free radicals HO C
(Eq. [3.1]) (43-45) and CO3CG (Eq. [3.2]) (57-59), and their subsequent reactions with
ONOOG (Eq. [3.3]) (10,43-45,60,61), generating ONOO C and its dissociation products
CNO and O2 (Eq. [3.4]) (62).
 ONOOH  v  CNO2  +  HO C [3.1]
ONOOCO2G  v  CNO2  +  CO3CG [3.2]
HO C/CO3CG  +  ONOOG  v  HOG/CO3=  +  ONOO C [3.3]
ONOO C  º  CNO  +  O2 [3.4]
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At alkaline pH, the dissociation of ONOOG can also produce CNO (Eq. [3.5])3 (43).
 ONOOG  º  CNO  +  O2CG [3.5]
In our model, HO C (Eq. [3.1]) and CNO (Eqs. [3.3] and [3.5]) are produced by
slow reactions of peroxynitrite (25-30) that are unlikely to take place in biological
systems.  In vivo, CNO is produced by nitric oxide synthase (NOS) (63,64), which
eliminates the requirement for the formation of CNO from peroxynitrite (Eqs. [3.3-
3.5]).  However, our system provides a good theoretical model for acquiring
knowledge on the in vivo mechanisms of nitration and nitrosation. 
 Possible Mechanisms at Very Low Concentrations of Carbonate.  The
reactions of peroxynitrite performed in the absence of purposefully added carbonate
are illustrated in Scheme 3.1.  Peroxynitrite preparations contain ONOOH and
ONOOG along with low amounts of their respective homolysis products CNO2 plus HO
C (Eq. [3.1]) and CNO plus O2CG (Eq. [3.5]) (43-45).  MorH, due to its abundance in our
system (5mM), is the primary target for the reaction of the extremely reactive and
unselective HOC radical (65).  The radical formed from this reaction, Mor C,
subsequently reacts with CNO2 or CNO, producing Mor-NO2 or Mor-N=O (Scheme
3.1).  Furthermore, some MorH can be nitrosated by N2O3 (Eq. [3.7]), which is 
formed from the direct reaction of CNO2 with CNO (Eq. [3.6]) (43-45,60).
CNO2  +  CNO   º  N2O3 [3.6]
N2O3  +  MorH  v  NO2G  +  Mor-N=O  +  H+ [3.7]
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However, our system uses alkaline buffers along with high concentrations of
phosphate and carbonate, which cause rapid hydrolysis of N2O3 (Eq. [3.8]) (66,67). 
This raises doubts as to what extent N2O3 (or any other nitrosonium ion (NO+)-donor,
such as N2O4 or a peroxy isomer of N2O5) contributes to the overall yields of MorH
nitrosation by peroxynitrite.
N2O3  +  HOG  v  2 NO2G  +  H+ [3.8]
Possible Mechanisms in the Presence of Added Carbonate.  The proposed
reactions of peroxynitrite with MorH in the presence of purposefully added carbonate
are outlined in Scheme 3.2.  We postulate that nitration and nitrosation occur as a
result of the intricate interaction of CO3CG, CNO2, CNO, and O2CG, free radicals formed in
reactions [3.2-3.5] (10,43-45,57-62).  Nitration involves an initial H-atom abstraction
(or one-electron oxidation) from MorH by CO3CG [EE(CO3CG/CO3=) = 1.5 V (68)](69),
followed by the reaction of Mor C with CNO2 [EE (CNO2/NO2G) = 1.04 V (68)]. 
Nitrosation involves the reaction of Mor C with CNO in competition with CNO2. 
An alternative mechanism for nitrosation by peroxynitrite/CO2 involves O=N-
O-CO2Gwhich could be formed from the reaction of CO3CG with CNO (Eqs. [3.9] -
[3.11]).
CNO  +  CO3CG  v  O=N-O-CO2G [3.9]
O=N-O-CO2G  v  NO2G  +  CO2 [3.10]
MorH  +  O=N-O-CO2G  v  Mor-N=O  +  CO3=  +  H+ [3.11]
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The overall rate constant for reactions [3.9] and [3.10] is about 3.5 x 109 MG1 sG1 (70). 
This shows that O=N-O-CO2G can be formed.  However, like the other (NO+)-donors
(N2O3, N2O4, and the peroxy isomer of N2O5) this intermediate is expected to be
extremely short lived under our experimental conditions and, therefore, is unlikely to
contribute to the overall nitrosating potential of peroxynitrite.
Free Radical Mechanisms: Predictions and Their Experimental
Validation.  Peroxynitrite/MorH reactions carried out using high initial concentrations
of CO2 (pH 10.2) produce yields of nitration about 10-fold higher than those produced
in reactions carried out with very low concentrations of CO2 (Table 3.1).  However,
the trend is reversed in the case of nitrosation; higher yields of Mor-N=O were formed
in reactions using low CO2 than in reactions using high initial CO2.  In both cases, the
acid decomposition of peroxynitrite (42) (Eq. [3.1]) and the autoxidation (6) of CNO
giving  CNO2 (Eq. [3.12]) are very slow processes; thus, peroxynitrite mainly reacts
with CO2 and decomposes via the intermediate formation of ONOOCO2G (Eq. [3.2]). 
Therefore, peroxynitrite yields similar amounts of CO3CG in both the cases where high
and low concentrations of CO2 are used.
2  CNO  +  O2  v  2  CNO2 [3.12]
The combined yields of nitration and nitrosation are about the same under both high
and low conditions of CO2 (Table 3.1).  This is consistent with our hypothesis that 
peroxynitrite/CO2 -mediated nitration and nitrosation of MorH proceed via a common
radical intermediate Mor C (Scheme 3.2).
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The high yields of Mor-N=O in conjunction with the observed low yields of
Mor-NO2 under alkaline conditions at low concentrations of CO2 (Table 3.1) are
consistent with and lend further support to the free radical mechanism shown  in
Scheme 3.2.  This can be explained as follows.  At low concentrations of CO2, the
availability of  CNO2 is limited by the rate at which CO2 is regenerated from HCO3G
(kHCO3G [HCO3G] = 2 x 10G4 sG1 x 0.016 M = 3.2 x 10G6 MG1 sG1).  Since  CNO2 and
CO3CG are mainly formed from the homolysis of ONOOCO2G (Eq. [3.2]), the formation
of  CNO from the reaction of CO3CG with ONOOG (Eqs. [3.3] and [3.4]) (45,62) is
expected to be about the same or somewhat smaller than the rate of CNO2 formation. 
The other major source of CNO under these alkaline conditions comes from the
dissociation of ONOOG (Eq. [3.5]).  For example, the formation of CNO from the
spontaneous dissociation of 2 mM [peroxynitrite]0 is kf [ONOOG] = 0.017 sG1 x 0.002
M = 3.4 x 10G5 MG1 sG1.  This value is about 10-times larger than the rate of CNO2
formation discussed above ((kHCO3G [HCO3G] = 2 x 10G4 sG1 x 0.016 M = 3.2 x 10G6
MG1 sG1).  This difference in the rates of formation of  CNO and  CNO2 explains why
nitrosation but not nitration is favored under alkaline conditions at low concentrations
of CO2 (Table 3.1).
Both in the presence and absence of purposefully added carbonate (Fig. 3.2,
curves B and D) the pH profiles for the peroxynitrite-mediated nitration of MorH
displays a bell-shaped pattern.  The free radical mechanisms in Schemes 3.1 and 3.2
offer an explanation for this as well.  The lower yields of nitration could result from
scavenging of Mor C and CNO2 (key intermediates that lead to Mor-NO2; see Eqs. [3.13-
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3.15]) by CNO and O2CG formed from the homolysis of ONOOG (Eq. [3.5]) and/or the
reaction of CO3CG with ONOOG (Eqs. [3.3] and [3.4]).
Mor C  +  CNO  v  Mor-N=O [3.13]
Mor C  +  O2CG  v  MorG  +  O2 [3.14]
CNO2  +  O2CG  v  O2NOOG  v  NO2G  +  O2 [3.15]
When the pH is increased, the homolysis of HOONO giving HO C and CNO2 (Eq. [3.1])
and the CO2-catalyzed decomposition of peroxynitrite giving CO3CG and CNO2 (Eq.
[3.2]) become rate limiting, whereas the homolysis of ONOOG giving CNO plus O2CG
(Eq. [3.5]) and the reaction of CO3CG with ONOOG giving  CNO (Eqs. [3.3] and [3.4])
become more favorable (43-45).  Thus, with increase in pH, the patterns of occurrence
of radical intermediates that promote nitration and nitrosation go in opposite
directions.  This, taken together with the fact that CNO and CNO2 react with RC at about
similar rates (65), explains why nitration but not nitrosation yields decrease at alkaline
pH, giving a bell-shaped profile (Fig. 3.2, curves B and D).
At pH >10 and at high initial concentrations of CO2, MorH gives consistently
high yields of nitration (Table 3.1).  This pattern is different from that observed in
reactions of phenol (10) and tyrosine (36), which give much lower yields of nitrated
products at pH > 10.  The reduced yields observed in the case of phenols could result
as a consequence of scavenging of CNO2 by the phenolate ion (Eq. [3.16]), thus leading
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to a poor coupling of the phenoxyl (10) or tyrosinyl (36) radicals (Eq. [3.17]) with
CNO2 (Eq. [3.18]).  A change in pH from 7.5 to 11.3, for example, could increase the
CNO2/tyrosine reaction rate by a factor of ca. 100 (72).  The reactivity of CO3CG
towards the phenol substrate (73), on the other hand, does not seem to be much
different at pH values 7.5 and 11.3 (73).  (Note that the pKa of the hydroxyl group in
phenol and tyrosine are 9.9 and 10.1, respectively.) 
TyrG  +  CNO2  v  Tyr C  +  NO2G [3.16]
TyrH/TyrG  +  CO3CG  v  Tyr C  +  HCO3G/CO3= [3.17]
Tyr C  +  CNO2  v  3-NO2-Tyr [3.18]
Thus, the reason why the yields of Mor-NO2 remain high under alkaline conditions at
high initial concentrations of CO2 is that CNO2 does not react with either MorH2+ or
MorH (74).
Conclusions
Morpholine is nitrated and nitrosated in vitro over a wide pH range by
peroxynitrite and the products derived from the peroxynitrite-CO2 reaction.  Our
results suggest that both nitration and nitrosation are free radical processes involving
an initial one-electron oxidation or H-atom abstraction from MorH by CO3CG or HO C,
forming Mor C.  The further reactions of Mor C to regenerate MorH (Eq. [3.14]) or
produce Mor-N=O (Eq. [3.13]), or Mor-NO2 (Schemes 3.1 and 3.2), is dependant upon
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the relative availability of O2CG (Eq. [3.5]), CNO (Eqs. [3.4] and [3.5]), CNO2 (Eqs. [3.1]
and [3.2]).  Furthermore, N2O3, formed from the reaction of CNO2 with CNO (Eq. [3.6])
and/or other NO+-donors (like, O=N-O-CO2G; formed from the reaction of  CNO with
CO3CG (Eq. [3.9])) may nitrosate some MorH (Eqs. [3.7] and [3.11]).  
Our proposed mechanisms may lead to a better understanding of how nitration
and nitrosation occur in biological systems.  In vivo, a down-regulation of the
production of CNO from NOS occurs via reactions of O2CG and oxygenated heme
proteins, generating peroxynitrite (51,75,76).  Next, the isomerization of peroxynitrite
to NO3G (-70%) via the reaction (25-27) with CO2 occurs with substantial yields
(-30%) of the  radicals CO3CG and CNO2 (3,50,57-59).  Due to the slow rate of
autoxidation of CNO to CNO2 in biological systems (6), the reaction of peroxynitrite
with CO2 could be a source of CNO2.  Therefore, in the presence of  CNO (from NOS),
CO3CG and CNO2 mediate nitration and nitrosation in vivo.  
In vitro studies of the reaction of peroxynitrite with CO2 generally use
substrates, such as phenol and tyrosine, which react with CO3CG and CNO2 at different
rates (65).  Although CO3CG is a more potent oxidant than CNO2 (68) and reacts with
RH at rates which are 102-103-times higher than those of  CNO2 (at pH 7.0-7.5) (65), 
the resulting product from these reactions, RC, reacts with CNO2 at rates close to the
diffusion limit (72,77).  Consequently, in vitro reactions of peroxynitrite with CO2
around pH 7 mainly generate nitration products through a one-electron oxidation of
RH by CO3CG, giving RC which subsequently reacts with CNO2.  However, in vivo,
competition arises between CNO, continuously produced by NOS (63,64), and CNO2 
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for reaction with RC which is formed from the reaction of RH with CO3CG and the
autoxidation of RH.  In vivo, contrary to what is observed in vitro, formation of 
nitration products do not require sequential reactions of CO3CG and CNO2.  Furthermore, 
the relative concentrations of CNO2 and CNO critically affect nitration and nitrosation
yields in vivo.
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The biochemical function of vitamin E as an antioxidant has been well
recognized in recent years (1,2).  Earlier studies indicate that vitamin E exerts a
beneficial effect on the cardiovascular system (3-5) and immune response (6-8) and
may reduce chemically induced tumor formation (9) as well as play a role in the
pathogenesis of atherosclerosis (10).  Alpha-tocopherol (α-TH), the principal form of
vitamin E in many human tissues and in supplements, inhibits platelet aggregation
(11-15) and adhesion in vitro (16) and significantly protect unilamellar liposomes
against radiation-induced oxidative damage (17).  Gamma-tocopherol (γ-TH), the
principal form of vitamin E in the U.S. diet (18,19), inhibits nitrogen dioxide (CNO2)-
mediated nitrosation of morpholine (20) and cyclooxygenase activity in macrophages
and epithelial cells (21).
Earlier comparisons of the antioxidant activity of α-TH and γ-TH have
produced conflicting results.  Some studies reported the superior activity of α-TH (22-
24), while others found γ-TH to be a better antioxidant (20).  Christen et al. (25)
reported that α-TH and γ-TH complemented each other and that both were necessary
in order to effectively scavenge nitrating species formed during H+-catalyzed
decomposition of peroxynitrite.  Goss et al. (26), on the other hand, reported evidence
for the preferential oxidation of α-TH over γ-TH in peroxynitrite-mediated oxidation
and concluded that α-TH alone is sufficient to scavenge both the nitrating and
oxidative activities of peroxynitrite.  In order to address this controversy, and also to
model the peroxynitrite-mediated oxidations of α-TH and γ-TH in biological
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membranes, we have employed a phospholipid liposome system, 1,2-dilauroyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine liposomes (DLPC).  Furthermore, since the chemistry of
peroxynitrite in vivo is mainly regulated by endogenous CO2, we also studied these
reactions in the presence of a physiologically relevant concentration of carbonate.
Experimental Procedures
Chemicals and Reagents.  α-Tocopherol (α-TH), γ-tocopherol (γ-TH), and
diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA) were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co.
(St Louis, MO).  1,2-Dilauroyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DLPC) was purchased
from Alexis Corporation (San Diego, CA).  All other chemicals were of analytical
grade and all solutions were prepared using deionized water (resistivity $ 18 MΩ
cmG1).
Peroxynitrite was synthesized by the ozonation of 0.1 M NaN3 as described by
Uppu et al. (27).  To reduce the risk of azide contamination, ozonation was continued
until disappearance of 20% of the formed peroxynitrite. 
α-Tocopherylquinone (α-TQ) standard was synthesized by oxidation of α-TH
by ferric chloride (28).  α-Tocopherylquinone was purified by HPLC, and the
concentration was determined from the UV spectrum (λ = 266 nm, g = 19,000 MG1
cmG1, in methanol (28)).  The identification of α-TQ was confirmed by 1H NMR and
GC/MS: 1H NMR (250 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm), 0.85 (12H, m), 1.24 (3H, s), 1.00-1.45
(21H, m), 1.46-1.69 (2H, m), 2.01 (3H, s), 2.04 (3H, s), 2.49-2.59 (2H, m), 3.50 (H, s)
(29); α-tocopherylquinone was analyzed using a Hewlett Packard 5890 series II gas
chromatograph equipped with a mass-selective detector 5971A and a DB-5MS column
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(30 m length x 0.25 mm internal diameter x 0.25 µm film thickness).  The conditions
for chromatography were as follows: injection port, 250 BC; detector, 280BC; oven,
40BC for 5 min, 9.5BC/min up to 325BC, and 325BC for 5 min; split, 20:1; solvent delay,
3 min; carrier gas, helium; flow, 1 mL/min.  GC-MS peaks were observed at m/z 446
(MC+, C29H50O3C+), 430 (M-O, C29H50O2C+), 221 (M-C16H33, C13H17O3C+), 178 (M-
C18H36O, C11H14O2C+), and 165 (M-C19H37O, C10H13O2C+) and are in excellent agreement
with those previously reported by Liebler et al (30).
5-Nitro-γ-tocopherol (NGTH) standard was synthesized according to the
method described by Marcinkiewicz (31).  Briefly, 6 mL of NaNO2 (0.3 M) and 4 mL
of glacial acetic acid were incubated with 10 mg of γ-TH in 10 mL of ethanol for 2
min at room temperature (32).  The product, 5-nitro-γ-tocopherol, was extracted into
20 mL of hexane, and, after solvent evaporation under reduced pressure, was purified
by reversed-phase HPLC on a Partisil ODS-3 column (150 x 4.60 mm, 5-µm particule
size; Phenomenex, Torrance, CA).  5-Nitro-γ-tocopherol was purified by HPLC and
quantified by UV absorption in methanol at 264 nm (g = 2,483 MG1 cmG1), 312 nm (g
= 2,464 MG1 cmG1), and 415 nm (g = 904 MG1 cmG1) (32,33).  5-Nitro-γ-tocopherol
was characterized by 1H NMR and GC/MS: 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm),
0.82-0.88 (12H, m), 1.05-1.67 (21H, m), 1.26 (3H, s), 1.71-1.79 (2H, m), 2.18 (3H, s),
2.22 (3H, s), 3.00 (2H, t), 10.73 (1H, s) (33,34);  GC/MS peaks were observed at m/z
461 (MC+, C28H47NO4C+), 431 (M-NO, C28H47O3C+), 416 (M-CH3NO, C27H44O3C+), and
236 (M-C16H33, C12H14NO4C+), and are in good agreement with previously reported
values (34).
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An authentic standard of tocored (structure shown in Scheme 4.1) was
obtained by oxidizing γ-TH with ferric chloride (28).  The standard was purified by
preparatory TLC (silica gel) using ether and identified by 1H NMR and GC/MS: 1H
NMR (250 MHz, CDCl3/CD3OD): δ (ppm), 0.81-0.89 (12H, m), 1.00-1.61 (21H, m),
1.33 (3H, s), 1.67-1.77 (2H, m), 2.01 (3H, s), 2.03 (3H, s), 2.39-2.45 (2H, m) (33-35);
GC/MS mass spectral signals were observed at m/z 430 (MC+, C28H46O3C+), 414 (M-O,
C28H46O2C+), 402 (M-CO, C27H46O2C+), 205 (M-C16H33, C12H13O3C+), and 166 (M-C19H36,
C9H10O3C+) (34,35).  Tocored was further purified by HPLC and quantified from its
UV spectrum at 281 nm (g = 6500 MG1 cmG1) in methanol (35).
Incorporation of Tocopherols into Small Unilamellar Liposomes.  A
solution of 1,2-dilauroyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DLPC) (62 mg in 10 mL
chloroform) was mixed with 100 µL of 10 mM α-TH (in methanol) and/or 100 µL  of
10 mM γ-TH (in methanol) in a pear-shaped flask.  The phospholipid/tocopherol
solutions were first evaporated under reduced pressure using a rotatory evaporator at
40BC and then under a gentle stream of N2 (to ensure complete removal of the solvent). 
The phospholipid/tocopherol mixtures, which formed a thin film under the bottom half
of the flask, were allowed to swell in 18 mL of 0.2 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, that
also contained 0.1 mM DTPA.  The resulting milky multilamellar liposomal
suspensions were subjected to repeated cycles of freeze-thawing (5 times) before
passing them through 0.2-µm polycarbonate filters (5 times) (Nucleopore, Pleasanton,
CA) using an extruder from Lipex Biomembranes (Vancouver, BC).
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Reaction of Peroxynitrite with α-TH and γ-TH Dispersed in Liposomes. 
Peroxynitrite (0-200 µM) was allowed to react with 50-110 µM α-TH and/or 50-110
µM γ-TH in 0.2 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, that also contained 5 mM DLPC, 0.1
mM DTPA, and 0 or 20 mM added carbonate.  The reaction volume was 1 mL.  The
reactions were performed by adding aliquots (50 µL each) of stock peroxynitrite
solutions (1-4 mM) to 0.95 mL tocopherol/DLPC suspensions over a period of 10 s,
with the contents being constantly stirred and the stirring continued for an additional
10 s.  (The final pH was measured and did not differ significantly from the initial pH.) 
The liposomes were then separated as a particulate fraction using a Beckman L8-80M
ultracentrifuge (Houston, TX) equipped with SW55Ti and SW50.1 rotors (109,000 x g
for 2 h at 8BC).  The liposomal fraction was dissolved in 1 mL of methanol and
analyzed by reversed-phase HPLC for the unreacted α-TH and γ-TH and their
oxidation products as described below.
Reversed-Phase HPLC Analysis of Products.  Detection and separation of α-
TH, γ-TH, and their oxidation products were performed by reversed-phase HPLC
using a Perkin-Elmer series 410 liquid chromatograph (Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, CT)
equipped with a Perkin-Elmer LC-95 UV/vis spectrophotometer and a Partisil ODS-3
column (150 x 4.60 mm, 5-µm particule size; Phenomenex, Torrance, CA).  The
mobile phase was 95% methanol / 5% water for 10 min, graded to 100% methanol
over a 5-min period, followed by 5 min at 100% methanol (isocratic).  The flow rate
was 0.5 mL/min and the effluent was monitored at 254 nm.  The compounds α-TH, 
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γ-TH, α-TQ, NGTH and tocored (Scheme 4.1) were quantified using calibration
curves generated from known standards.
Kinetic Simulations.  The kinetic simulations of the reactions of peroxynitrite
with α-TH and γ-TH were performed using the Gepasi kinetic simulation software
package (36).  Two kinetic models were designed in order to fit the experimental data. 
The reaction schemes we used to describe the base model of the reactions between
peroxynitrite and α-TH and γ-TH in the absence or presence of added carbonate are
shown in Schemes 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.  (Note that, for the sake of simplicity of
the kinetic simulations, the abbreviation RH was used to designate the DLPC
liposomes, and PN to designate the sum of ONOOG and ONOOH).  The participating
reactions and the associated rate constants used for simulations are listed in Tables 4.1
and 4.2.  We attempted to assign realistic values to the different rate constants.  Some
rate constants were determined by a trial and error approach and the values for the
rates of the reactions showed general agreement with the literature information.  For
the rate constants that have not yet been measured, we selected values which
compared to the reported values of similar reactions.  
All reactions used in the simulations were controlled by the mass action law
and considered irreversible unless otherwise indicated.  The initial concentrations for
ONOOH, DLPC liposomes (RH), α-TH, and γ-TH, were taken to be the
concentrations of added reagents in the bulk solution.  The initial concentration of O2
was set at 2 x 10G4 M and all other initial concentrations were set at 0.  The reactions




Table 4.1.  Kinetic Equations and their Rate Constants Used for the Simulation of the Reactions of Peroxynitrite
with α-TH and γ-TH in the Absence of Added CO2.
Kinetic Reactions Rate Constants References
1.  PN 6 COH + CNO2
2.  RH + COH 6 R C + H2O
3.  R C + O2 6 ROO C
4.  ROO C + α-TH 6 ROOH + α-T C
5.  α-T C + CNO2 6 α-TQ + NO2G
6.  ROO C + γ-TH 6 ROOH + γ-T C
7.  γ-T C + CNO2 6 NGTH
8.  α-TH + γ-T C  X α-T C + γ-TH
9.  ROO C + CNO2 6 ROONO2
10. ROONO2  6   ROOC +  CNO2  
11.  PN 6 NO3G + H+
12.  γ-T C + CNO2 6 Tocored
13.  CNO2 +  CNO2  X  N2O4
14.  N2O4 + H2O 6  NO3G+ NO2G + 2H+
k1= 0.12 sG1
k2= 6.4 x 108 MG1 sG1
k3= 1.6 x 109 MG1 sG1
k4= 106 MG1 sG1
k5= 3 x 109 MG1 sG1
k6= 106 MG1 sG1
k7= 3 x 109 MG1 sG1
k8f= 5 x 107 MG1 sG1 ; k8r= 8.23 x 104 MG1 sG1
k9= 5 x 109 MG1 sG1
k10= 8.6 x 10-3 sG1 
k11= 0.28 sG1
k12= 9 x 108 MG1 sG1
k13f= 4.5 x 108 MG1 sG1 ; k13r= 6.9 x 103 sG1















a  The rate constants of this reaction have not been reported.  However, the rate constants were calculated as described under
Experimental Procedures using values reported in the literature.  In the cases simulating the reactions of peroxynitrite with 
α-TH and γ-TH present in different liposomes, the rate constants k8f and k8r were set at 0.  
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Table 4.2.  Kinetic Equations and their Rate Constants Used for the Simulation of the Reactions of Peroxynitrite
with α-TH and γ-TH in the Presence of Added CO2.
Kinetic Reactions Rate Constants References
1.  PN + CO2 6 CO3CG + CNO2
2.  α-TH + CO3CG 6 α-T C + HCO3G
3.  α-T C + CNO2 6 α-TQ + NO2G
4.  γ-TH + CO3CG 6 γ-T C + HCO3G
5.  γ-T C + CNO2 6 NGTH
6.  α-TH + γ-T C X α-T C + γ-TH
7.  PN + CO2 6 NO3G + CO2
8.  γ-T C + CNO2 6 Tocored
k1= 11.3 sG1
k2= 2.2 x 107 MG1 sG1
k3= 3 x 109 MG1 sG1
k4= 2.2 x 107 MG1 sG1
k5= 3 x 109 MG1 sG1
k6f= 5 x 107 MG1 sG1 ; k6r= 8.23 x 104 MG1 sG1
k7= 26.4 sG1









a  The rate constants of this reaction have not been reported.  However, the rate constants were calculated as described under
Experimental Procedures using values reported in the literature.  In the cases simulating the reactions of peroxynitrite with
α-TH and γ-TH present in different liposomes, the rate constants k6f and k6r were set at 0.  
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to react with α-TH and γ-TH present in the same liposome.  In the cases simulating the
reactions of peroxynitrite with α-TH and γ-TH present in different liposomes, the rate
constants k8 in Table 4.1 and k6 in Table 4.2 were set at 0.  
It has been shown that peroxynitrite can cross phospholipid membranes freely
at a rate comparable to that of water (37).  Peroxynitrite can react freely with the target
substrates incorporated in the liposomes such as α-TH and γ-TH.  In our model, we
assume that α-TH and γ-TH incorporated into the same or different liposomes, do not
diffuse freely from one liposomal membrane to the other. 
To assess the response of our model to variation in rate constant values, we
changed the value of a selected rate constant away from its original value, while
keeping all other parameters at their original values.  The initial values of the selected
parameters (given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2) were varied over ranges consistent with either
measured or estimated values specified in the literature and the effect of such
variations on the outcome of the simulations were observed.  The range of rate
constants used for the simulations in the absence and in the presence of added
carbonate are shown in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. 
We will briefly discuss the reason for selecting certain rate constants in Tables
4.1 and 4.3.  Reactions 1 and 11 represent the overall dissociation of peroxynitrite and
the rate constants for reactions 1 and 11 correspond to 0.3kd and 0.7kd (38),
respectively, where kd = 0.4 sG1 is the decay rate constant for the disappearance of
ONOOH (39-43) and the factor 0.3 corresponds to the yield of radicals.  Reaction 1 is
the source of COH, one of the most highly reactive species, which can react with 
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Table 4.3.  Table of the Rate Constants Used for the Simulations of the Reactions
of Peroxynitrite with α-TH and γ-TH in the Absence of Added CO2.


















1.3 x 108 MG1 sG1
1.3 x 109 MG1 sG1
1 x 106 MG1 sG1
1.5 x 109 MG1 sG1
1 x 106 MG1 sG1
1.5 x 109 MG1 sG1
2.5 x 107 MG1 sG1
4.12 x 104 MG1 sG1
2.5 x 109 MG1 sG1
4.3 x 10-3 sG1
0.21 sG1
7.5 x 108 MG1 sG1
2.25 x 108 MG1 sG1
3.45 x 103 sG1
5 x 102 sG1
0.15 sG1
3.9 x 109 MG1 sG1
6.6 x 109 MG1 sG1
5 x 106 MG1 sG1
6 x 109 MG1 sG1
5 x 106 MG1 sG1
6 x 109 MG1 sG1
1 x 108 MG1 sG1
1.65 x 105 MG1 sG1
1 x 1010 MG1 sG1
1.72 x 10-2 sG1
0.35 sG1
1.05 x 109 MG1 sG1
9 x 108 MG1 sG1
1.38 x 104 sG1
2 x 103 sG1
a  When α-TH and γ-TH are co-incubated in different liposomes k8f=0 and k8r=0.
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Table 4.4.  Table of the Rate Constants Used for the Simulations of the Reactions
of Peroxynitrite with α-TH and γ-TH in the Presence of Added CO2.











1.1 x 107 MG1 sG1
1.5 x 109 MG1 sG1
1.1 x 107 MG1 sG1
1.5 x 109 MG1 sG1
2.5 x 107 MG1 sG1
4.12 x 104 MG1 sG1
19.8 sG1
7.5 x 108 MG1 sG1
14.1 sG1
4.5 x 107 MG1 sG1
6 x 109 MG1 sG1
4.5 x 107 MG1 sG1
6 x 109 MG1 sG1
1 x 108 MG1 sG1
1.65 x 105 MG1 sG1
33.0 sG1
1.05 x 109 MG1 sG1
a  When α-TH and γ-TH are co-incubated in different liposomes k6f=0 and k6r=0.
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various organic and inorganic substrates.  The possible targets for reaction of COH in
our system include the phospholipid (RH), α-TH, γ-TH, and the phosphate buffer
(H2PO4G and HPO42G).  The rates of reactions of COH with these substrates or similar
substrates are known (k COH/phosphorylcholine= 6.4 x 108 MG1 sG1 (44,45), k
COH/phenol= 6.6 x 109 MG1 sG1 (46), k COH/H2PO4G= 2 x 104 MG1 sG1 (47), k
COH/HPO42G= 1.5 x 105 MG1 sG1 (47)), and, based on concentrations and reactivity, the
majority of the COH radicals generated are scavenged by the reaction with the
phospholipid (reaction 2) to produce a carbon-centered radical (RC).  The rate constant
k2 for the set of parameters shown in Table 4.1 was taken as the rate constant for the
reaction of COH with phosphorylcholine (6.4 x 108 MG1 sG1) (44).  Several groups have
reported rate constants for the reaction of various RH’s with COH (45).  We selected
the lowest and highest reported values for our simulation range; the rate constants that
we considered for reaction 2 covered the range 1.3 x 108 to 3.9 x 109 MG1 sG1 (45)
(Table 4.3).  The rate constant for the overall dissociation of peroxynitrite was varied
according to previously reported values from kd= 0.3 sG1 to kd= 0.5 sG1, which gave
k1= 0.09 sG1 and k11= 0.21 sG1, and k1= 0.15 sG1 and k11= 0.35 sG1,  respectively, for the
lowest and upper levels used in the simulations.  
Reaction 3 for the reaction of the carbon-centered phospholipid radical RC with
O2 resulting in the formation of ROOC is very fast and close to diffusion limit.  The
rate constant k3 was taken as being the rate constant for the reaction of the heptyl
radical with O2 (1.6 x 109 MG1 sG1) (48) (Table 4.1).  The rate constant k3 was varied 
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from 1.3 x 109 to 6.6 x 109 MG1 sG1 (Table 4.3) corresponding to the lowest and highest
reported values for the reaction of various RC with O2 (49).
Reactions 4 and 6 refer to the scavenging of the peroxyl radical ROOC by α-TH
and γ-TH, respectively.  These reactions, yielding α-TC and γ-T C, respectively, have
been studied extensively in many systems.  The rate constant k4 was taken as being the
rate constant for the reaction of the dodecylperoxyl radical with α-TH (106 MG1 sG1)
(50).  The rate constant for the reaction between the dodecylperoxyl radical and γ-TH,
k6, is assumed to be similar to that of the dodecylperoxyl radical with α-TH, k4.  The
rate constants k4 and k6 were varied from 1 x 106 MG1 sG1 to 5 x 106 MG1 sG1 (51)
(Table 4.3).
Reactions 5, and 7 and 12 refer to the reactions of α-TC and γ-T C with CNO2,
respectively.  The reaction of α-TC with CNO2 forms an unstable nitro product which
decomposes to give α-tocopherylquinone (α-TQ) and the reaction of γ-T C with CNO2
forms NGTH and tocored.  The rate constant for the recombination of α-TCand CNO2,
k5, has been reported to be 3 x 109 MG1 sG1 (52,53).  The rate constant for the reaction
between the γ-T C radical and CNO2, k7, is assumed to be equal to that of the radical-
radical recombination of α-TCand CNO2, k5.  The rate constant for the formation of
tocored from γ-TCand CNO2, k12, was taken as been 0.3k7, allowing for 30% of the
reaction of γ-TCand CNO2 to form tocored.  The rates k5 and k7 were varied by twofold 
from the parameters shown in Table 4.1 from 1.5 x 109 to 6 x 109 MG1 sG1 and k12 was
varied to allow for 25 to 35% of the reaction of γ-TCand CNO2 to form tocored.  
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The rate constant for the reaction of α-TH and γ-TC, k8, was set as reversible
with a rate constant for the forward reaction of 5 x 107 MG1 sG1 (k8f) and a rate
constant for the reverse reaction of 8.23 x 104 MG1 sG1 (k8r) (based on the equilibrium
constant of 600 estimated on the basis of the O-H bond dissociation enthalpy (BDE) in
α-TH being about 3.8 kcal molG1 weaker than that in γ-TH (54,55)).  The rate
constants for k8f (5 x 107 MG1 sG1) and k8r (8.23 x 104 MG1 sG1) were varied by twofold
giving a range from 2.5 x 107 MG1 sG1 to 1 x 108 MG1 sG1 and from 4.12 x 104 MG1 sG1
to 1.65 x 105 MG1 sG1, respectively.
Reaction 9 is the reaction of ROOC with CNO2 forming ROONO2 which is
unstable.  The dissociation of ROONO2 (reaction 10) may be a free radical process
similar to the one described for peroxynitric acid (HOONO2) (56).  The following
reactions can be proposed: 1) the dissociation of ROONO2 at the O-N bond giving
peroxyl ROOC and CNO2 radicals (Eq. [4.1]) (reaction 10) was taken as the reported
value for peroxynitric acid (HOONO2) dissociation (k10= 8.6 x 10-3 sG1) (57); 2)
Nitrogen dioxide can undergo dimerization to give N2O4 (Eq. [4.2]) (reaction 13, with
k13forward = 4.5 x 108 MG1 sG1 (58) and k13reverse = 6.9 x 103 sG1 (59)), which then
hydrolyzes to give NO3Gand NO2G ((Eq. [4.3]); reaction 14 with k14 = 1 x 103 sG1 (58)).
 ROONO2  6   ROOC +  CNO2 [4.6]
 CNO2 +  CNO2  X  N2O4 [4.7]
  N2O4 + H2O 6  NO3G+ NO2G + 2H+ [4.8]
The rates k9 and k10 were varied by twofold from the parameters shown in Table 4.1
from 2.5 x 109 to 1 x 1010 MG1 sG1, and from 4. 3 x 10-3 to 1. 72 x 10-2 sG1, respectively. 
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The rate constants k13forward and k13reverse were varied by twofold from 2.25 x 108 to 9 x
108 MG1 sG1 and from 3.45 x 103 to 1.38 x 104 sG1, respectively.  The rate constant k14
was also varied by twofold from 5 x 102 to 2 x 103 sG1.
We will briefly describe the reason for selecting certain rate constants in
Tables 4.2 and 4.4.  Reactions 1 and 7 represent the overall CO2-catalyzed
decomposition of peroxynitrite, corresponding to the sum of two reactions, the first
involving the formation of the intermediate ONOOCO2G, the nitrosoperoxycarbonate
anion, and the second being the dissociation of ONOOCO2G, giving radical (CO3CG and
CNO2, reaction 1) and non-radical species (NO3G + CO2, reaction 7).  The rate
constants for reactions 1 and 7 were calculated as 0.3kd and 0.7kd (38,60), respectively,
where kd = 37.7 sG1 and corresponds to the CO2-catalyzed decomposition of
peroxynitrite (60-62).  The rate constants k1 and k7 were varied from the base model
from 8.5 to 1 x 14.1 MG1 sG1, and from 19.8 to 33.0 sG1, respectively.
Reaction 2 refers to the reaction of α-TH with CO3CG radical.  The rate of
reaction 2 is based on literature values for the reaction of the CO3CG radical with
phenol (63).  The rate constant for the reaction between γ-TH and CO3CG, k4, is
assumed to be similar to that of α-TH + CO3CG, k2.  Both these rate constants were
varied by twofold from 1.1 x 107 to 4.5 x 107 MG1 sG1.
The rate constants k3, k5, k6, and k8 from Table 4.2 correspond to the rates
constants k5, k7, k8, and k12 from Table 4.1, respectively, and were discussed as part of
Table 4.1.
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In an attempt to further improve the simulations of the reactions and to take
into account the possible partitioning of CNO2 between the lipid and aqueous phases, a
modification of the base model was undertaken.  This second model assumes the
solubilities of CNO and CNO2 are similar and takes into account the report by Lancaster
(64) that “nitric oxide is approximately 70 times more soluble in hydrophobic solvents
than in aqueous solution.”  Using this variable along with the volume of bilayer in 1
ml of reaction mixture (0.0033 cm3; Table 4.5), we were able to perform a simulation
taking into account the relative fraction of CNO2 in the hydrophobic and aqueous
phases in the reaction.  It was calculated that 18% of the CNO2 was in the lipid phase
(CNO2 (L)) and 82% in aqueous phase (CNO2 (aq)).  Therefore, the rate constants for
reaction 1 and 13 (forward and reverse) in Table 4.1 were multiplied by 0.82 and the
rate constants of reactions 5, 7, 9 and 12 (Table 4.1) were multiplied by 0.18.  The 
rate constants used in the second model for reactions performed in the absence of
carbonate are shown in Table 4.6.  Similarly, the rate constant for reaction 1 (Table
4.2) was multiplied by 0.82 and the rate constants for reactions 3, 5 and 8 (Table 4.2)
were multiplied by 0.18.  The rate constants used in the second model for reactions
performed in the presence of carbonate are shown in Table 4.7.
To test this second model, the rate constants k2, k3, k4, k6, and k10 in Table 4.6
were varied over the ranges previously described for those rate constants in Table 4.3. 
The rate constants k2 and k4 in Table 4.7 were varied over the ranges previously
described for those rate constants in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.5.  Characteristics of the DLPC Liposomes Used in the Reactions of
Peroxynitrite with α-TH and γ-TH.
 
DLPC Characteristics Value Used
Liposome Outer Diameter
Liposome Inner Diameter
Volume of Liposome Bilayer
Area of Outer Surface
Area of Inner Surface
Area of Monolayer
Area of Head Group of Phospholipid
Number of Phospholipids per Liposome
Concentration of Liposomes
Volume of Bilayer in 1 mL of Reaction Mixture











15 - 33 mM
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Table 4.6.  Kinetic Equations and their Rate Constants Used in the Second Model for the Simulation of the Reactions
of Peroxynitrite with α-TH and γ-TH in the Absence of Added CO2.
Kinetic Reactionsa Rate Constants
1.  PN 6 COH + CNO2 (aq)
2.  RH + COH 6 R C + H2O
3.  R C + O2 6 ROO C
4.  ROO C + α-TH 6 ROOH + α-T C
5.  α-T C + CNO2 (L) 6 α-TQ + NO2G
6.  ROO C + γ-TH 6 ROOH + γ-T C
7.  γ-T C + CNO2 (L) 6 NGTH
8.  α-TH + γ-T C  X α-T C + γ-TH
9.  ROO C + CNO2 (L) 6 ROONO2
10. ROONO2  6   ROOC +  CNO2 (L)
11.  PN 6 NO3G + H+
12.  γ-T C + CNO2 (L) 6 Tocored
13.  CNO2 (aq) +  CNO2 (aq) X  N2O4 (aq)
14.  N2O4 (aq) 6  NO3G+ NO2G + 2H+
k1= 0.0984 sG1
k2= 6.4 x 108 MG1 sG1
k3= 1.6 x 109 MG1 sG1
k4= 106 MG1 sG1
k5= 5.4 x 108 MG1 sG1
k6= 106 MG1 sG1
k7= 5.4 x 108 MG1 sG1
k8f= 6.8 x 1010 MG1 sG1 ; k8r= 1.13 x 108 MG1 sG1 
k9= 9 x 108 MG1 sG1
k10= 8.6 x 10-3 sG1 
k11= 0.28 sG1
k12= 1.62 x 108 MG1 sG1
k13f= 3.69 x 108 MG1 sG1 ; k13r= 5.66 x 103 sG1
k14= 8.2 x 102 sG1
a  In the cases simulating the reactions of peroxynitrite with α-TH and γ-TH present in different liposomes, the rate
constants k8f and k8r were set at 0.  
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Table 4.7.  Kinetic Equations and their Rate Constants Used in the Second Model for the Simulation of the Reactions
of Peroxynitrite with α-TH and γ-TH in the Presence of Added CO2.
Kinetic Reactionsa Rate Constants
1.  PN + CO2 6 CO3CG + CNO2 (aq)
2.  α-TH + CO3CG 6 α-T C + HCO3G
3.  α-T C + CNO2 (L) 6 α-TQ + NO2G
4.  γ-TH + CO3CG 6 γ-T C + HCO3G
5.  γ-T C + CNO2 (L) 6 NGTH
6.  α-TH + γ-T C X α-T C + γ-TH
7.  PN + CO2 6 NO3G + CO2
8.  γ-T C + CNO2 (L) 6 Tocored
k1= 9.27 sG1
k2= 2.2 x 107 MG1 sG1
k3= 5.4 x 108 MG1 sG1
k4= 2.2 x 107 MG1 sG1
k5= 5.4 x 108 MG1 sG1
k6f= 6.8 x 1010 MG1 sG1 ; k6r= 1.13 x 108 MG1 sG1
k7= 26.4 sG1
k8= 1.62 x 108 MG1 sG1
a  In the cases simulating the reactions of peroxynitrite with α-TH and γ-TH present in different liposomes, the rate
constants k6f and k6r were set at 0.  
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Results
Several groups have studied the oxidative chemistry of α-TH and γ-TH with
the aim of understanding the relative antioxidant activity of α-TH and γ-TH in
biological systems (20,22-24).  This is of particular importance since α-TH is the
predominant form of vitamin E in many biological tissues (65), while γ-TH is the
predominant form of the vitamin in the North American diet (18,19) but averages less
than 25% of the concentration of α-TH in human plasma (66).  
The oxidative reactions of α-TH and γ-TH in peroxynitrite-mediated systems
has been a subject of controversy.  Some authors reported that “despite α-TH’s action
as an antioxidant, γ-TH is required to effectively remove the peroxynitrite-derived
nitrating species” (25), while others reported that α-TH alone is “sufficient” to
scavenge both the nitrating and oxidative activities of peroxynitrite (26).  Therefore, in
order to mimic in vivo oxidation by peroxynitrite in biological membranes, we have
examined the peroxynitrite-mediated oxidations of α-TH and γ-TH in synthetic
liposomes of 1,2-dilauroyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DLPC) in the presence or
absence of 20 mM added carbonate.  The oxidation of α-TH and γ-TH in the presence
and absence of carbonate were studied under three different conditions of incubation:
the individual oxidation of α-TH and γ-TH in separate liposomes, the oxidation of α-
TH and γ-TH incorporated in the same liposome and exposed to peroxynitrite
simultaneously, and the oxidation of α-TH and γ-TH incorporated in different
liposomes but exposed to peroxynitrite simultaneously.  
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Peroxynitrite-Mediated Oxidation of α-TH and γ-TH in the Absence of
Added Carbonate.  Figure 4.1 shows the results of HPLC analysis of the products of
α-TH (50 µM) and γ-TH (50 µM) incorporated either individually or in combination
into 5 mM DLPC liposomes and allowed to react with 200 µM peroxynitrite.  These
experiments were performed at pH 7.2 using 0.2 M phosphate buffer that also
contained 0.1 mM DTPA but no purposefully added carbonate.  The reaction of α-TH
with peroxynitrite gives a major product eluting at 8 min, corresponding to α-TQ; the
unreacted α-TH elutes at 10 min (trace a).  The reaction of γ-TH with peroxynitrite, on
the other hand, gives a major nitrated product eluting at 13 min, NGTH, and a minor
product eluting at 7 min, tocored; the unreacted γ-TH elutes at 9 min (trace b).  When
both α-TH and γ-TH are incorporated in the same liposome and allowed to react with
peroxynitrite (trace c), the reaction produces compounds eluting at 7, 8 and 13 min
corresponding to tocored, α-TQ and NGTH, respectively.  
Figure 4.2 shows the effect of peroxynitrite concentration (0-200 µM) on
DLPC liposomes (5 mM) incubated in 0.2 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, and containing
α-TH (50 µM) in the presence and absence of 20 mM added carbonate. The effect of
varying the concentration of peroxynitrite (0-200 µM) on the yields of oxidation of α-
TH (50 µM) in the absence of purposefully added carbonate is shown in Fig. 4.2, trace
a.  The oxidation of α-TH was accompanied by the concomitant formation of α-TQ
(trace b).  About 70% of α-TH oxidation can be accounted for by the formation of α-
TQ, which is in close agreement to previously reported values (26).  Figure 4.3, trace





NGTH increase linearly over the peroxynitrite concentration range of 0 to 200 µM
(trace b).  About 40-60% of the total oxidation of γ-TH can be accounted for by the
formation of NGTH and tocored (25).  The yield of radicals formed from the oxidation
of α-TH and γ-TH is about 32 and 34 mol% based on the concentration of
peroxynitrite employed in the reaction, respectively.  These values are in close
agreement with previously reported values of radical yields for peroxynitrite-mediated
oxidations (38,67-71).
When α-TH (50 µM) and γ-TH (70 µM) were present in the same liposome
and reacted with varying concentrations of peroxynitrite (0-200 µM), a significant
depletion of α-TH and formation of α-TQ were observed at all concentrations of
peroxynitrite (Fig. 4.4A).  However, the depletion of γ-TH was significantly lowered
in these coincubations (Fig. 4.4A, trace b) than in reactions of γ-TH performed
individually (Fig. 4.3, trace a).  The oxidation of γ-TH in these coincubations was
accompanied by a modest formation of NGTH (Fig. 4.4A, trace d).  The combined
oxidation yields of α-TH and γ-TH are approximately the same as that obtained from
individual reactions of α-TH and γ-TH but the yield of α-TH oxidation (31 mol%) is
about sixfold that observed for γ-TH oxidation (5 mol%).
To investigate the possible interaction between α-TH and γ-TH during their
oxidation, we coincubated mixtures of DLPC liposomes containing either α-TH (50
µM) or γ-TH (50 µM) and examined their oxidation following exposure to various
concentrations of peroxynitrite (0-200 µM) (Fig. 4.5A).  We find the pattern of




and γ-TH (Fig. 4.3) were studied individually.  At various levels of peroxynitrite, the
extent of oxidation of α-TH was about the same as that of γ-TH (Fig, 4.5A, traces a
and b), and the patterns of formation of α-TQ (Fig. 4.5A, trace c) and NGTH (Fig.
4.5A, trace d) were very similar to that observed in reactions performed with
liposomes containing either α-TH alone (Fig. 4.2, trace b) or γ-TH alone (Fig. 4.3,
trace b).  Under these conditions, the overall yield of oxidation is about 30 mol% and
the yields of α-TH and γ-TH oxidation are similar (20 and 16 mol%, respectively).
Reaction of Peroxynitrite with α-TH and γ-TH in the Presence of Added
Carbonate.  The effect of 20 mM added carbonate on the peroxynitrite-mediated (0-
200 µM) oxidation on DLPC liposomes (5 mM) containing either α-TH (50 µM), γ-
TH (80 µM), α-TH (50 µM) and γ-TH (70 µM) incubated in the same liposomes, or α-
TH (50 µM) and γ-TH (50 µM) coincubated after incorporation in different liposomes
were studied in 0.2 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.2.  The effect of peroxynitrite
concentration  (0-200 µM) on liposomes containing α-TH is shown in Figure 4.2
(traces c and d).  In comparison with results obtained for reactions performed in the
absence of added carbonate (Fig. 4.2, traces a and b), a decrease in α-TH oxidation
(trace c) and α-TQ formation (trace d) was observed.  Similar protective effects of
carbonate on the oxidation of γ-TH were observed (Fig. 4.3, traces c and d) as
compared to γ-TH oxidations performed in the absence of added carbonate (Fig. 4.3,
traces a and b).  When α-TH and γ-TH are individually incubated in liposomes and
reacted with peroxynitrite in the presence of added carbonate, the yield of radicals
formed from peroxynitrite, as scavenged by α-TH and γ-TH, is about 28 and 28 mol%
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based on the concentration of peroxynitrite employed in the reaction, respectively. 
These values are in close agreement with previously reported values of radical yields
for peroxynitrite/CO2-mediated oxidations (72-74).
The effect of varying peroxynitrite concentration (0-200 µM) in experiments
where α-TH and γ-TH were incubated in the same liposomes is shown in Figure 4.4B. 
In comparison to results obtained from reactions performed in the absence of added
carbonate (Fig. 4.4A), oxidation of α-TH (Fig. 4.4B, trace a) induced by peroxynitrite
was decreased and the yield of α-TQ lowered (Fig. 4.4B, trace c).  However, nitration
of γ-TH (Fig. 4.4B, trace b) was observed even at concentrations of peroxynitrite as
low as 100 µM and the production of NGTH (Fig. 4.4B, trace d) was significantly
higher than for reactions performed in the absence of carbonate (Fig. 4.4A).  The
combined yields of α-TH and γ-TH oxidation (36 mol% relative to peroxynitrite
employed in the reaction) is approximately the same as that obtained from individual
reactions of α-TH and γ-TH.  However the yield of α-TH oxidation in the presence of
20 mM NaHCO3 is 26 mol% relative to peroxynitrite, which is about 2.5-fold higher
than the yield of γ-TH oxidation (10 mol%). 
Figure 4.5B shows the concentration dependent effect of peroxynitrite (0-200
µM) on α-TH and γ-TH incorporated in different DLPC liposomes.  The depletion of
α-TH and γ-TH is identical to that observed in reactions where α-TH (Fig. 4.2) and γ-
TH (Fig. 4.3) were studied separately.  The overall yield of oxidation is about 35
mol%, and the yields of α-TH and γ-TH oxidation are similar (19 mol% and 16 mol%,
respectively).
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Kinetic Simulations.  In order to test our proposed mechanisms, we developed
kinetic models using the Gepasi kinetic simulation software package (36).  In the first
model, the reactions and their rates used for simulations in the absence and in the
presence of purposefully added carbonate are shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2,
respectively.  The rates used in simulations were varied according to the values shown
in Tables 4.3 and 4.4.
The results from simulations performed using the rate constants in Table 4.1
(in the absence of carbonate) are shown in Table 4.8.  As can be seen in the simulated
oxidation of α-TH and γ-TH, the values for the oxidation of α-TH and γ-TH and for
the formation of α-TQ and NGTH are close to the values measured experimentally. 
When α-TH and γ-TH are dispersed in the same liposome or dispersed in different
liposomes in the same incubation mixture, the simulated yields of oxidation of α-TH
and γ-TH follow the same pattern as do the yields obtained experimentally.  
Table 4.9 shows a direct comparison of experimental and simulated tocopherol
consumption and products formation from reactions where peroxynitrite was allowed
to react with α-TH and γ-TH in the presence of 20 mM carbonate in both cases where
α-TH and γ-TH were incubated in the same liposome and α-TH and γ-TH were
dispersed in different liposomes in a co-incubation mixture.  The simulations were
performed using the rate constants in Table 4.2.  As can be seen, the resulting system
matches up closely with the experimental data.  
The rate constants in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 were varied to test the stability of our
model with reported variations for rate constants for similar reactions.  The range of 
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Table 4.8.  Table of Experimental and Simulated Oxidations and Oxidation
Products for peroxynitrite/α-TH/γ-TH Reactions Performed Without Added
Carbonate
Assay Conditionsa
Unreacted Reagents and Formed
Oxidation Products
                     
       Experimental           Simulated
Reactions Involving α-TH and γ-TH













Reactions Involving α-TH and γ-TH













a The results presented here are those of typical reactions of α-TH and γ-TH with 50
µM peroxynitrite in 0.2 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, that also contained 5 mM DLPC,
0.1 mM DTPA. Analysis by HPLC.  The oxidation of α-TH and γ-TH and the yields
of α-TQ and NGTH cannot be directly compared in this table, since they reflect
different experiments with different initial concentrations of α-TH and γ-TH as given
below.
b The initial concentrations of α-TH and γ-TH used in this experiment were 48 µM and
69 µM, respectively.
c The initial concentrations of α-TH and γ-TH used in this experiment were 60 µM and
58 µM, respectively.
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Table 4.9.  Table of Experimental and Simulated Oxidations and Oxidation
Products for peroxynitrite/α-TH/γ-TH Reactions Performed With Added
Carbonate
Assay Conditionsa
Unreacted Reagents and Formed
Oxidation Products
                     
       Experimental           Simulated
Reactions Involving α-TH and γ-TH













Reactions Involving α-TH and γ-TH













a The reactions of α-TH and γ-TH with 50 µM peroxynitrite in 0.2 M phosphate
buffer, pH 7.2, that also contained 5 mM DLPC, 0.1 mM DTPA, and 20 mM added
carbonate. Analysis by HPLC.  The oxidation of α-TH and γ-TH and the yields of α-
TQ and NGTH cannot be directly compared in this table, since they reflect different
experiments with different initial concentrations of α-TH and γ-TH as given below.
b The initial concentrations of α-TH and γ-TH used in this experiment were 48 µM and
71 µM, respectively.
c The initial concentrations of α-TH and γ-TH used in this experiment were 55 µM and
54 µM, respectively.
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values used for testing are shown in Tables 4.3 and 4.4.  Both in the cases where α-TH
and γ-TH were dispersed in the same liposome and in different liposomes in a co-
incubation mixture and both in the presence or absence of added carbonate, very little
change in the oxidation of α-TH and γ-TH was observed (Tables 4.10 to 4.13).  
The results for simulations allowing for partitioning of CNO2 between water
and lipid phases are shown in Tables 4.14 and 4.15: the results from the simulations
performed in the absence of added carbonate using the rate constants in Table 4.6 are
shown in Table 4.14, and the results from the simulations performed in the presence of
added carbonate using the rate constants in Table 4.7 are shown in Table 4.15.  Both
in the presence and absence of carbonate, the simulations using the second model did
not reflect significant changes in the oxidation of α-TH and γ-TH and the formation of
α-TQ and NGTH as compared to the first model, except for an underestimation of the
formation of NGTH (as compared to the first model and the experimental data) in the
case where α-TH and γ-TH were studied together in the same liposome.  The
differences observed between the experimental and simulated values did not change
considerably between the base model and the model allowing for partitioning of CNO2
between aqueous and lipid phases, suggesting that the water/lipid partitioning of CNO2
may not be a significant contributing factor to the overall kinetics of the reactions.    
Some rate constants in Tables 4.6 and 4.7 were varied to test the stability of
our model with reported variations for rate constants for similar reactions.  The range
of values used for testing and the simulations results are shown in Tables 4.16 to 4.19. 
Both in the cases where α-TH and γ-TH were dispersed in the same liposome and in 
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Table 4.10.  Table of Simulated Oxidations and Oxidation Products for
peroxynitrite/α-TH/γ-TH Reactions Performed Without Added Carbonate: α-TH
and γ-TH Incubated in the Same Liposome.








k1= 0.09 sG1 and k11= 0.21 sG1 
k1= 0.15 sG1 and k11= 0.35 sG1
k2= 1.3 x 108 MG1 sG1
k2= 3.9 x 109 MG1 sG1
k3= 1.3 x 109 MG1 sG1
k3= 6.6 x 109 MG1 sG1
k4= 1 x 106 MG1 sG1
k4= 5 x 106 MG1 sG1
k5= 1.5 x 109 MG1 sG1
k5= 6 x 109 MG1 sG1
k6= 1 x 106 MG1 sG1
k6= 5 x 106 MG1 sG1
k7= 1.5 x 109 MG1 sG1
k7= 6 x 109 MG1 sG1
k8f= 2.5 x 107 MG1 sG1, k8r= 4.12 x 104 MG1 sG1
k8f= 1 x 108 MG1 sG1, k8r= 1.65 x 105 MG1 sG1
k9= 2.5 x 109 MG1 sG1
k9= 1 x 1010 MG1 sG1
k10= 4.3 x 10-3 sG1
k10= 1.72 x 10-2 sG1
k12= 7.5 x 108 MG1 sG1
k12= 1.05 x 109 MG1 sG1
k13f= 2.25 x 108 MG1 sG1, k13r= 3.45 x 103 sG1
k13f= 9 x 108 MG1 sG1, k13r= 1.38 x 104 sG1
k14= 5 x 102 sG1










































































































Table 4.11.  Table of Simulated Oxidations and Oxidation Products for
peroxynitrite/α-TH/γ-TH Reactions Performed Without Added Carbonate: α-TH
and γ-TH Incubated Together in Different Liposomes.








k1= 0.09 sG1 and k11= 0.21 sG1 
k1= 0.15 sG1 and k11= 0.35 sG1
k2= 1.3 x 108 MG1 sG1
k2= 3.9 x 109 MG1 sG1
k3= 1.3 x 109 MG1 sG1
k3= 6.6 x 109 MG1 sG1
k4= 1 x 106 MG1 sG1
k4= 5 x 106 MG1 sG1
k5= 1.5 x 109 MG1 sG1
k5= 6 x 109 MG1 sG1
k6= 1 x 106 MG1 sG1
k6= 5 x 106 MG1 sG1
k7= 1.5 x 109 MG1 sG1
k7= 6 x 109 MG1 sG1
k9= 2.5 x 109 MG1 sG1
k9= 1 x 1010 MG1 sG1
k10= 4.3 x 10-3 sG1
k10= 1.72 x 10-2 sG1
k12= 7.5 x 108 MG1 sG1
k12= 1.05 x 109 MG1 sG1
k13f= 2.25 x 108 MG1 sG1, k13r= 3.45 x 103 sG1
k13f= 9 x 108 MG1 sG1, k13r= 1.38 x 104 sG1
k14= 5 x 102 sG1


































































































Table 4.12.  Table of Simulated Oxidations and Oxidation Products for
peroxynitrite/α-TH/γ-TH Reactions Performed With 20 mM Carbonate: α-TH
and γ-TH Incubated in the Same Liposome.








k1= 8.5 sG1 and k7= 19.8 sG1 
k1= 14.1 sG1 and k7= 33.0 sG1
k2= 1.1 x 107 MG1 sG1
k2= 4.5 x 107 MG1 sG1
k3= 1.5 x 109 MG1 sG1
k3= 6 x 109 MG1 sG1
k4= 1.1 x 107 MG1 sG1
k4= 4.5 x 107 MG1 sG1
k5= 1.5 x 109 MG1 sG1
k5= 6 x 109 MG1 sG1
k6= 2.5 x 107 MG1 sG1, k6r= 4.12 x 104 MG1 sG1
k6= 1 x 108 MG1 sG1, k6r= 1.65 x 105 MG1 sG1
k8= 7.5 x 108 MG1 sG1


























































Table 4.13.  Table of Simulated Oxidations and Oxidation Products for
peroxynitrite/α-TH/γ-TH Reactions Performed With 20 mM Carbonate: α-TH
and γ-TH Incubated Together in Different Liposomes.








k1= 8.5 sG1 and k7= 19.8 sG1
k1= 14.1 sG1 and k7= 33.0 sG1
k2= 1.1 x 107 MG1 sG1
k2= 4.5 x 107 MG1 sG1
k3= 1.5 x 109 MG1 sG1
k3= 6 x 109 MG1 sG1
k4= 1.1 x 107 MG1 sG1
k4= 4.5 x 107 MG1 sG1
k5= 1.5 x 109 MG1 sG1
k5= 6 x 109 MG1 sG1
k8= 7.5 x 108 MG1 sG1


















































Table 4.14.  Table of Experimental and Simulated Oxidations and Oxidation
Products for Peroxynitrite/α-TH/γ-TH Reactions Performed Without Added
Carbonate Using the Rate Constants in Table 4.6.
Assay Conditionsa
Unreacted Reagents and Formed
Oxidation Products
                     
       Experimental           Simulated
Reactions Involving α-TH and γ-TH













Reactions Involving α-TH and γ-TH













a The results presented here are those of typical reactions of α-TH and γ-TH with 50
µM peroxynitrite in 0.2 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, that also contained 5 mM DLPC,
0.1 mM DTPA. Analysis by HPLC.  The oxidation of α-TH and γ-TH and the yields
of α-TQ and NGTH cannot be directly compared in this table, since they reflect
different experiments with different initial concentrations of α-TH and γ-TH as given
below.
b The initial concentrations of α-TH and γ-TH used in this experiment were 48 µM and
69 µM, respectively.
c The initial concentrations of α-TH and γ-TH used in this experiment were 60 µM and
58 µM, respectively.
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Table 4.15.  Table of Experimental and Simulated Oxidations and Oxidation
Products for Peroxynitrite/α-TH/γ-TH Reactions Performed With Added
Carbonate Using the Rate Constants in Table 4.7.
Assay Conditionsa
Unreacted Reagents and Formed
Oxidation Products
                     
       Experimental           Simulated
Reactions Involving α-TH and γ-TH













Reactions Involving α-TH and γ-TH













a The reactions of α-TH and γ-TH with 50 µM peroxynitrite in 0.2 M phosphate
buffer, pH 7.2, that also contained 5 mM DLPC, 0.1 mM DTPA, and 20 mM added
carbonate. Analysis by HPLC.  The oxidation of α-TH and γ-TH and the yields of α-
TQ and NGTH cannot be directly compared in this table, since they reflect different
experiments with different initial concentrations of α-TH and γ-TH as given below.
b The initial concentrations of α-TH and γ-TH used in this experiment were 48 µM and
71 µM, respectively.
c The initial concentrations of α-TH and γ-TH used in this experiment were 55 µM and
54 µM, respectively.
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Table 4.16.  Table of Simulated Oxidations and Oxidation Products for
peroxynitrite/α-TH/γ-TH Reactions Performed Without Added Carbonate Using
the Rate Constants in Table 4.6: α-TH and γ-TH Incubated in the Same
Liposome.








k2= 1.3 x 108 MG1 sG1
k2= 3.9 x 109 MG1 sG1
k3= 1.3 x 109 MG1 sG1
k3= 6.6 x 109 MG1 sG1
k4= 1 x 106 MG1 sG1
k4= 5 x 106 MG1 sG1
k6= 1 x 106 MG1 sG1
k6= 5 x 106 MG1 sG1
k10= 4.3 x 10-3 sG1










































Table 4.17.  Table of Simulated Oxidations and Oxidation Products for
peroxynitrite/α-TH/γ-TH Reactions Performed Without Added Carbonate Using
the Rate Constants in Table 4.6: α-TH and γ-TH Incubated Together in Different
Liposomes.








k2= 1.3 x 108 MG1 sG1
k2= 3.9 x 109 MG1 sG1
k3= 1.3 x 109 MG1 sG1
k3= 6.6 x 109 MG1 sG1
k4= 1 x 106 MG1 sG1
k4= 5 x 106 MG1 sG1
k6= 1 x 106 MG1 sG1
k6= 5 x 106 MG1 sG1
k10= 4.3 x 10-3 sG1










































Table 4.18.  Table of Simulated Oxidations and Oxidation Products for
peroxynitrite/α-TH/γ-TH Reactions Performed With 20 mM Carbonate Using
the Rate Constants in Table 4.7: α-TH and γ-TH Incubated in the Same
Liposome.








k2= 1.1 x 107 MG1 sG1
k2= 4.5 x 107 MG1 sG1
k4= 1.1 x 107 MG1 sG1


















Table 4.19.  Table of Simulated Oxidations and Oxidation Products for
peroxynitrite/α-TH/γ-TH Reactions Performed With 20 mM Carbonate Using
the Rate Constants in Table 4.7: α-TH and γ-TH Incubated Together in Different
Liposomes.








k2= 1.1 x 107 MG1 sG1
k2= 4.5 x 107 MG1 sG1
k4= 1.1 x 107 MG1 sG1


















different liposomes in a co-incubation mixture and both in the presence or absence of
added carbonate, very little change in the oxidation of α-TH and γ-TH and the
formation of α-TQ and NGTH was observed.  
Discussion
The oxidation of α-TH and γ-TH by peroxynitrite in the presence and absence
of carbonate were studied under three different conditions of incubation: α-TH and γ-
TH were dispersed in different liposomes and exposed to peroxynitrite individually; α-
TH and γ-TH were dispersed in the same liposome and exposed to peroxynitrite; α-TH
and γ-TH were dispersed in different liposomes but exposed to peroxynitrite in the
same incubation mixture.  The purpose of studying these three different incubation
systems was to obtain information on the relative rates of the reactions of α-TH and γ-
TH with various radical and non-radical intermediates that could be formed from the
dissociation of peroxynitrous acid and the peroxynitrite/CO2 adduct or from the
reactions of the radical intermediates with the phospholipid.  In order to investigate if
the relative rates of α-TH and γ-TH were different, we studied the peroxynitrite
oxidation of α-TH and γ-TH dispersed in different liposomes but present in a co-
incubation mixture.  The yields of oxidation of α-TH and γ-TH obtained are similar
(20 and 19 mol% in the absence of carbonate, and 19 and 16 mol% in the presence of
carbonate, respectively) indicating that the relative rates of reaction of α-TH and γ-TH
are very close.  The purpose of reacting peroxynitrite with α-TH and γ-TH dispersed
in the same liposome was to address the possibility that α-TH protects γ-TH from
oxidation or vice versa.  Our results show that in the absence of carbonate the yield of
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α-TH oxidation is 31 mol% (relative to peroxynitrite employed in the reaction) and is
about sixfold that observed for γ-TH oxidation (5 mol%).  Similarly, in the presence of
carbonate the yield of α-TH oxidation is 26 mol% relative to peroxynitrite, about
twofold higher than the yield of γ-TH oxidation (10 mol%).  These results, along with
the information on the relative rates of α-TH and γ-TH obtained from the reactions
where α-TH and γ-TH were dispersed in different liposomes but present in a co-
incubation mixture, indicate that protection of γ-TH by α-TH occurs.  The preferential
oxidation of α-TH over γ-TH observed in reactions of α-TH and γ-TH co-dispersed in
the same liposome confirms an earlier observation by Goss et al. (26).  In this case,
the yields of oxidation can be related to the rates of reaction of α-TH and γ-TH and it
becomes obvious that a cross-interaction between the intermediates must be occurring. 
An explanation for the protection of γ-TH by α-TH when α-TH and γ-TH are
dispersed in the same liposome could be that γ-TC is reduced by α-TH to give α-TC and
regenerated γ-TH (Eq. [4.4]). 
α-TH    +     γ-TC    º      α-TC    +    γ-TH          [4.4]
From the reactions of peroxynitrite with α-TH and γ-TH studied individually,
we found that the yields of α-TH and γ-TH oxidation are similar (about 30 mol%
relative to peroxynitrite).  In fact, in all three incubation systems, the individual yields
of oxidation of α-TH and γ-TH, and the combined yields of oxidation of α-TH and γ-
TH (when studied together in the same liposome or in different liposome) were about
30 mol% relative to peroxynitrite.  These yields of oxidation of α-TH and γ-TH are
consistent with the current understanding of the free radical nature of the
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peroxynitrite- and peroxynitrite-CO2-adduct-mediated oxidations (Scheme 4.4) (73-
78).  In reactions performed in the absence of carbonate, 30% of peroxynitrite
undergoes homolytic cleavage to form COH and CNO2, while 70% of peroxynitrite
decomposes to nitrate.  Similarly, in the presence of carbonate, peroxynitrite anion
reacts rapidly with CO2 (62) to form a highly unstable adduct (ONOOCO2G) which
decomposes to nitrogen dioxide (CNO2) and the carbonate radical (CO3CG) (- 30%) or
to nitrate and regenerated CO2 (- 70%) (73,74,78,79).
Possible Mechanisms for the Reactions of Peroxynitrite with α-TH 
and γ-TH in the Absence of Carbonate.  The mechanism we propose for the
reactions of α-TH and γ-TH with peroxynitrite in the absence of carbonate is shown in
Scheme 4.2.  First, hydroxyl radical (COH), formed from the homolytic cleavage of
peroxynitrous acid ONOOH, abstracts an hydrogen atom from DLPC liposomes (RH)
to give R C.  This reaction is followed by addition of O2 to the free radical R C to form
ROO C.  The peroxyl radical ROO C can, in turn, abstract an hydrogen atom from α-TH
or γ-TH to give α-T C or γ-TC, as well as ROOH.  Once formed, α-TC reacts rapidly with
CNO2 (3 x 109 MG1 sG1 (32)) and forms an unstable nitro-intermediate, α-TNO2 which
after a loss of NO2G becomes α-TOH (the enolate form of α-TQ) (Scheme 4.5). 
Similar radical-radical recombination of γ-TC and CNO2 can occur and form NGTH and
tocored (Scheme 4.6).  Based on the ambivalent nature of CNO2 (O=NC-O : O=N-OC),
γ-TC reaction with CNO2 can give γ-TNO2 (NGTH) and γ-TONO that can hydrolyze to 





Possible Mechanisms for the Reactions of Peroxynitrite with α-TH and γ-
TH in the Presence of Carbonate.  In the presence of phenolic substrates such as α-
TH and γ-TH, the free radicals CO3CG and CNO2 from ONOOCO2G can oxidize the
substrates to the corresponding phenolic radicals; however, CO3CG is a faster oxidant
of phenolic compounds than CNO2 at physiological pH (80).  Our proposed mechanism
for the reactions of α-TH and γ-TH with peroxynitrite in presence of added carbonate
is shown in Scheme 4.3.  The first step in these reactions involves a hydrogen atom
abstraction from the phenolic hydroxyl group of α-TH and γ-TH by CO3CG to form the
corresponding α-TC and γ-TC radicals.  The α-T C or γ-T C radicals can then react with
CNO2 to give α-TQ, and NGTH and tocored, respectively.  
Conclusions and General Implications.
Supplementation of antioxidants such as vitamin E has been widely advocated
in recent years mainly because of our increased awareness of lipid peroxidation and
other radical-initiated oxidation process in the aetiopathology of aging, cancer, and
other degenerative diseases.  However, a troubling question of vitamin E
supplementation has been which of the two major forms of vitamin E, viz., α-TH and
γ-TH, should be taken as a supplement.  Or should both α-TH and γ-TH be taken
together?  Using an in vitro lipid peroxidation assay in which peroxidation was
initiated by peroxynitrite or 3-morpholinosydnonimine (SIN-1), Christen et al. (25)
provide evidence for the superior antioxidant activity of γ-TH over α-TH.  Based on
this, and also in view of the fact that a stable nitro-product such as NGTH could be
detected only in cases where γ-TH but not α-TH was used as an antioxidant, Christen
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et al. argue in favor of co-supplementation because γ-TH may complement α-TH in
scavenging the reactive oxygen/nitrogen species (RONs) and thus could provide an
efficient antioxidant system under physiological conditions (25).  The conclusion of
Christen et al. (25) pertaining to the superiority of γ-TH over α-TH was later
questioned by Goss et al. (26) who noted that in a saturated liposomal system that
contained both α-TH and γ-TH, NGTH could be detected only after α-TH was
completely consumed.  Thus, Goss et al argue that α-TH alone is efficient in
scavenging RONs and warns against co-administration of γ-TH because it may serve
to diminish the pools of tocopherols (26). 
A discrepancy in the results appears to be due the type of liposomes these two
groups used; Christen et al. (25) used a highly unsaturated  liposomes made from
soybean phosphatidylcholine whereas Goss et al. (26) used saturated liposomes. 
Therefore, lipid peroxidation is only relevant in the case of Christen et al. and not
Goss et al..  In other words, in assays performed by Christen et al., α-TH and γ-TH act
by scavenging RONs in the membrane phase and also lipid peroxyl radicals produced
from the interaction of RONs with unsaturated fatty acids plus O2.  In experiments
performed by Goss et al., α-TH and γ-TH react directly with RONs.  Moreover, both
Christen et al. and Goss et al. have missed the significance of including
physiologically relevant concentrations of CO2 in assays of antioxidant activities of α-
TH and γ-TH.  Carbonate is present in concentrations up to 25 mM in all
physiological fluids, and about 7% of carbonate exists as free CO2 at pH 7.2. 
Peroxynitrite anion reacts with CO2 to form ONOOCO2G (k = 6 x 104 MG1 sG1 at 37
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C).  In the absence of peroxidases, virtually all of the peroxynitrite generated in
biological environments will react with CO2 before it can react with any other
molecules.  Therefore, it has become imperative to study the reactions of peroxynitrite
with bio-molecules in the presence of purposefully added carbonate. 
In order to model the oxidations of α-TH and γ-TH by peroxynitrite and to
address the current controversy on the antioxidant efficiency of α-TH and γ-TH, we
studied the peroxynitrite-mediated oxidation of α-TH and γ-TH incorporated in DLPC
liposomes in the presence and absence of carbonate.  Our results show that
peroxynitrite and the products from the peroxynitrite/CO2 reaction cause rapid
oxidation of α-TH and γ-TH dispersed in DLPC liposomes.  These in vitro reactions
can be explained by free radical mechanisms.  The first step of this mechanism
involves a H-atom abstraction or one-electron oxidation of α-TH and γ-TH by ROOC
or CO3CG to give α-TC and γ-TC radicals.  Once formed α-TC can react with CNO2 to form
α-TQ, and γ-TC can react with CNO2 to form NGTH and tocored.  Our results also
clearly demonstrate that α-TH inhibits peroxynitrite-mediated depletion of γ-TH, not
only in the absence of carbonate but also in the presence of carbonate, a more
physiologically-relevant condition.  The protection of γ-TH by α-TH when α-TH and
γ-TH are dispersed in the same liposome can be explained by an interaction between
intermediates such as that of γ-TC with α-TH to give α-TC and regenerated γ-TH.  The
results of our study also suggest that supplements containing only α-TH would be
effective in protecting against the oxidative effects of peroxynitrite and that 
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co-administration of γ-TH with α-TH would not offer additional protection against
peroxynitrite and/or peroxynitrite-derived oxidants.  
However, before endorsing the findings of vitamin E preferential oxidation in
peroxynitrite-mediated oxidations on bigger perspective of vitamin E nutrition, we
need to understand to what extent peroxynitrite-derived oxidations contribute to the
overall lipid peroxidation in which various forms of vitamin E are involved as
antioxidants. Secondly, we need to know if a similar kind of preferential oxidation of
one of the two forms of vitamin E in the peroxynitrite/vitamin E/liposomal system is
also observed in other model systems of lipid peroxidation.  Nonetheless, it is
important to note that the effects of preferential oxidation of α-TH over γ-TH
(assuming that it occurs in all in vitro model systems pertaining to lipid peroxidation)
could be mitigated by the effects of pharmacokinetic interactions between α-TH on γ-
TH or vice versa.  For instance, it is known that the intake of γ-TH by North
Americans is higher than that of α-TH by almost 10-fold, but the plasma levels of γ-
TH are generally much lower than those of α-TH.  The observed discrepancy in the
levels of α-TH and γ-TH could be a result of how the two forms of vitamin E are
metabolized in vivo.  In a recent study, Tran and Chan (81) studied both the uptake
and subsequent metabolism of α-TH and γ-TH by human endothelial cells in vitro. 
These investigators showed that although there was a preferential uptake γ-TH over α-
TH by the cells, the turnover rate of γ-TH was substantially higher resulting in lower
cellular concentrations of γ-TH as compared to α-TH.  It has been suggested that a
higher rate of metabolism of γ-TH versus α-TH via the cytochrome P 450 system (82)
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could explain the discrepancy between high intake and low retention of γ-TH in man. 
Stable tissue maintenance and equilibrium of α-TH is thought to occur via action of at
least 3 proteins; α-tocopherol transfer protein (TTP), tocopherol associated protein
(TAP) and tocopherol binding protein (TBP) (83).  TTP is thought to exert its
regulatory affects by facilitating α-TH transfer to the plasma membrane where it can
be picked up by circulating lipoproteins.  Furthermore, Taber and Kayden (84) used
hyperlipidemic and dysbetaliproteinemic patients to demonstrate that although both α-
TH and γ-TH are secreted by the intestine in chylomicrons, α-TH is preferentially
secreted by the liver in lipoproteins.  It is suggested that lower plasma levels of γ-TH
are due to decreased γ-TH in circulating VLDL’s (84).  The mechanism in which TAP
and TBP interact with α-TH has not yet been elucidated, however, it has been
suggested that these proteins may be important for intracellular localization of α-TH
(83). 
 An important observation by Burton et al. (85) showed that tissue levels of γ-
TH were 1.4-4.6 times greater in adipose tissue, muscle, skin and vein as compared to
plasma.  This high tissue concentration of γ-TH was much greater than previously
reported and implicates a significant biological role for γ-TH, especially since recent
reports suggest it can react with pollutants such as nitrogen oxide in a way which is
unique to γ-TH only (20).  An excellent review paper by Jiang et al. (86) suggests that
γ-TH acts as a trap for lipophilic electrophiles, inhibits cyclooxygenase activity and
inflammation, and may contribute to human health in ways not yet recognized.  
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